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Welcoming Addresses
City of Vienna

TINA Vienna GmbH

In every profession, it is necessary to learn and improve day by day. This applies, in particular, to
urban planners who are facing challenges that are as manifold as man. The best way of learning is
communication with colleagues from other cities, countries and organizations. The different views,
backgrounds and tasks widen the horizon. CUPA has provided this possibility, and within the last few
years, the exchange programme has provided everyone involved with many new perspectives.
The participants were hosted wonderfully in every city and the discussions were always incredibly
captivating – it was and is a balanced partnership of equals. From my point of view, this was
Europe-building at its best and a fantastic example of how this continent works despite all of the
Cassandras talking down the European Union and its allies. 30 years ago CUPA would not even have
been a vision – it was simply impossible to communicate freely, to solve problems together in an
open discussion. It sounds pompous, but all of the enthusiastic participants are – together with the
other colleagues from other networks all over the continent – responsible for Europe growing
together. The way is long and CUPA is only a tiny little step – but it is a step.

Dear interested reader,

I am thankful to have met so many warmhearted and smart people. I have learned a lot of things
for my professional but also for my personal life.

the strategies, programmes, plans, projects, guidelines and other everyday strategic tools used
in the field of urban and regional planning highlight the importance of cooperation as a crucial part
of spatial planning. CUPA starts where abstract recommendations for intensified and improved cooperation end. Despite the fact that a lack of regional cooperation between important stakeholders
was revealed as a major obstacle in guaranteeing the prosperity of urban areas in many of the
discussed and analysed study cases, every single CUPA city proved to be proactive and willing to
strengthen international and interdisciplinary cooperation by participating in critical discussions and
dealing with the challenges that are rather symptomatic of European towns and cities.
The City of Vienna and TINA Vienna have initiated and accompanied ten CUPA workshops in ten
cities. Several of the cities sought to overcome mono-functional structures in space, while others
aimed at revitalizing and intensifying the use of certain districts and improving connectivity solutions.
One essential aspect has always been the quality of public space, and, as it became apparent,
thoughtful public space planning is the key to integrated urban planning.
What remains after a CUPA workshop? This booklet aims at providing some answers to that question, though there are aspects that go beyond the concrete outputs – friendship between planners
and experts, the diminished mental borders between countries and cultures, a growth of the
European spirit by finding common grounds and respecting the disparities between countries and
cities, and an awareness of the fact that urban planning is not a craft of repetition but that each
specific case requires its own individual solution that is an amalgam of consensus and cooperation.

Volkmar Pamer
Municipal Department 21
District Planning and Land Use
City of Vienna
Vincent Neumayer
Project Manager
Smart City Agency at TINA Vienna
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Executive Summary
International Intervision Institute
Dear readers and fellows,
I am happy that the initiators have requested me to write a word of welcome to this publication.
This booklet showcases the achievements made thanks to the CUPA project within the DonauHanse
programme initiated by TINA Vienna and Municipal Department 21 (district planning and land use) of
the City of Vienna. I am happy because this is an opportunity to demonstrate something that is hard
to show in planning, namely that the CUPA Implementation Labs have made a difference.
It goes without saying in the planning world that a focused gathering of practitioners and experts where
views and opinions are shared lead to a set of decisions that impact planning and implementation. We
have been in a position where our influence can be tracked and traced back to the CUPA Implementation Labs.
I am sure that the accounts in this overview will convince the reader that the unbiased opinions of
practitioners on planning related issues are very useful. Outside experts have the ability to see things
from a distance and their cultural and disciplinary backgrounds are different from the hosting authority.
As the reader will hopefully see, this adds value because it transcends bureaucratic and political power
play that is seldom related to the subject matter of planning as such.
I thank the hosts for their courage to invite the CUPA Implementation Labs to their hometowns and
make their doubts the central topic of discussion between practitioners who deal or have dealt with
similar problems in their own context. This has been a valuable learning experience not only for the
hosting organization but also for everyone who has participated in these workshops.
I hope you will be as astonished as we were by how common the recommendations that often emerged
were and how surprising it is that the hosting organizations were not able to articulate them before.
I hope you have a pleasant read.

Huibert A. Haccoû
Head of International Intervision Institute
Doesburg, the Netherlands

CUPA – Cooperative Urban Planning Approaches – is a knowledge exchange, networking and training
project within the city network of DonauHanse, which is run by the City of Vienna and TINA Vienna.
The CUPA approach originates in the activities of MILUNET – an Interreg IIIC project, which formed a
network in order to promote multifunctional intensive land use. CUPA takes up the elaborated approach and process design (Implementation Lab) for the activation of urban intervention processes
and applies it in several committed cities, mostly in SEE/CEE countries.
Since 2009, nine workshops have been organized to tackle a variety of urban transformation topics
and the urban/regional challenges of cities in the Danube region and beyond. TINA Vienna and the
Vienna municipal department for district planning and land use (MA 21) together with the Dutch
International Intervision Institute organized the events and brought new cities into the project as well as
professional experts in the CUPA cities’ fields of interest, and created reports for the documentation of
the results of the actual workshops. The variety of the fields that were in focus at the CUPA workshops
span over a manifold of aspects of urban planning: urban district development, cross-border (national
and regional) planning, post-event and location development, flood retention area planning, green area
planning, venue re-activation, tourism development and riverfront development. In every study case,
the core project team helped as facilitators and coached others to precisely define the major challenge
to be worked on within the CUPA Implementation Lab based on the burning issues of the CUPA cities.
Several CUPA cities have been a part of this deepened network within the DonauHanse city network
from the beginning, while other city administrations approached the City of Vienna in order to bring
CUPA to their hometowns. By now, Vienna (AT), Bratislava (SK), Novy Sad (RS), Krakow (PL), Lviv
(UA), Odessa (UA), Zagreb (HR), Braşov (RO) and Tartu (EE) have hosted a CUPA workshop and have
been able to benefit from the recommendations of outsiders as well as insiders from their administration and stakeholder landscape. The different study cases show the variety of solutions a CUPA
Implementation Lab can elaborate on in a cooperative planning approach of external facilitators,
external experts with local specialists, and staff. Certain planning situations are ideal for bringing in
CUPA; for example, when deadlocks in planning processes jam development, when administration is
handicapped by dilemmas in planning and thinking outside the box is necessary, when there is a lack
of enthusiasm, or when a process of cooperation needs to be implemented.
This booklet presents a summary of the activities organized by CUPA in CEE and SEE countries.
Derived from the overall focus on strengthened cooperation in the Danube region, as proclaimed by the
European Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR), concrete output is generated by CUPA. CUPA is
based on process design developed within MILU, a working party of the IFHP (International Federation
for Housing and Planning) and the succeeding MILUNET, a project within the INTERREG IIIC program,
which is also briefly described and continued by further adaptions within the CUPA project.
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Integration of CUPA in the EU strategy
for the Danube Region
CUPA (Cooperative Urban Planning Approaches) has already proven and still shows clear ambitions
to bring the abstract concept of the EU Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR) – a macro-regional
strategy adopted by the European Commission in December 2010 and endorsed by the European
Council in 2011 – to a concrete level of realization through cooperation. The EUSDR seeks to create
synergies and coordination between existing policies and initiatives taking place across the Danube
Region. CUPA addresses the urban dimension of these policies and identifies solutions for future
urban challenges in different regional contexts within one common macro-regional area, according to
the mantra of the EU strategy for the Danube Region, which states that

the ecological and the social dimension with overlapping topics like education, skills, research,
marginalised communities, institutional capacity building and cooperation.

“the Strategy is not about funding, it is about closer cooperation!”

An imminent aspect of the CUPA workshops and processes is the question of cooperation between
stakeholders. The overall design of the workshops aims at fostering cooperation and knowledge
exchange between experts of different fields and between experts in the same subject from different
cities and environments. CUPA demands high motivation to work together and to adjust professional
thinking to new circumstances. This is done by bringing together experts from Vienna, Austria, experts and stakeholders from the hosting cities, professionals from the Netherlands – who, together
with experts from Austria, Poland, Norway and the USA, developed the format of the Implementation
Lab – and thematic experts on certain topics from the cities of the CUPA network. In this, CUPA
fulfils the goals of the EUSDR and pursues a general ideology expressed by Corina Cretu,
the in,
cumbent European commissioner for regional policy:

The EUSDR is built on four pillars representing the main issues that have the most potential for
inspiring cooperation beyond borders. Priority areas are assigned to each pillar; this helps organize
the coordination of activities by having two countries for each priority area.
The four pillars of the Danube Region are:
n
n
n
n

Connecting the Danube Region;
Environment protection in the Danube Region;
Building prosperity in the Danube Region;
Strengthening the Danube Region.

CUPA’s activities have been and continue to be oriented towards Central and Southeast Europe –
an area that is strongly influenced by the plans and goals of the EUSDR. “Historically, the Danube
Region has been particularly affected by turbulent events, many conflicts, the movements of population, and undemocratic regimes. However, the fall of the Iron Curtain and the enlargement of the
EU provide an opportunity for a better future,” (EC 2010 [1] 4). This means addressing major challenges particularly with regard to CUPA’s goals.
“The Region has very wide disparities. It includes some of the most successful but also some of the
poorest regions in the EU. In particular, contacts and cooperation are often lacking, both financially
and institutionally. Enterprises do not sufficiently exploit the international dimension of marketing,
innovation or research. The share of highly educated people in the Danube Region is lower than the
EU27 average, again with a pronounced divide. The best often leave,” (EC 2010 [1] 5).
Hence, building prosperity in the Danube Region often means assuring attractive living conditions for
all social layers of society. Cities and towns in the Danube Region offer a great deal of development
potential both for the well-educated youth and for the upcoming generations. This also means that
sustainable city development – for which CUPA offers a variety of impulses – includes the economic,

Priority area 10 (“Institutional Capacity and Cooperation”), in particular, fosters the urban aspect
within the EUSDR by setting up an urban platform for the Danube Region, which “unites as many
cities, city networks and associations in the Danube Region as possible in order to enhance their
ownership within the implementation process of the EUSDR and gearing their joint efforts towards
the targets of the EU2020 strategy and smart, sustainable and inclusive growth,“ (PA10a 2015).

„It is our moral obligation and duty to see concrete results in terms of reducing disparities
by sharing experiences.“
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MILUNET and the Procedure Activities
of the Predecessor Project
CUPA – Cooperative Urban Planning Approaches – is based on the preceding works of MILUNET,
a network for the promotion of multifunctional intensive land use. MILUNET was a network dedicated
to generating, collecting, exchanging and transferring knowledge on the subject of multifunctional
intensive land use as a means of realizing more sustainable (urban) development in Europe. Historically MILUNET followed a working party of the IFHP (International Federation for Housing and Planning)
on MILU. As a European network co-funded by the INTERREG IIIC programme of the European
Union, MILUNET could broadly promote the Implementation Lab as a workshop formula that accelerates the exchange of observations, suggestions and recommendations.
This knowledge of the processes of MILUNET could effectively be deployed in setting up CUPA as a
continuation of the precious best practice in urban planning approaches.

Mixed land use

Multifunctional land use

Multifunctional use in time

MILU – Multifunctional Intensive Land Use
Cities in Europe are by tradition multifunctional. They are both the centres of culture and society as
well as the driving force of Europe’s economy. Upcoming developments to render cities smart by
strong transformations based on the deployment of IT-services and the realization of overall European
goals to save CO2 emissions will intensify this multifunctionality.
The challenge is to channel urban growth and urban transformation into sustainable urban development. Demand for housing, water, energy and raw materials will grow along with the demand for
access to all kinds of services and increased mobility. Waste generation per capita will rise in parallel
with or exceed economic growth. Social tensions might rise as different groups struggle to claim
what they view as their rightful place in the urban framework. This is not only a future challenge of the
developing countries, but also an issue in segmented urban spaces of a society driven by increasing
individualization.
Politicians and inhabitants in many European cities are now realizing what experts have been trying to
communicate for a considerable time – further sprawl is either undesirable from a social, economic or
environmental point of view, or simply no longer physically possible. The „compact city“ emphasizes
public and other eco-friendly modes of transport and focuses on the efficient use of infrastructure
and resources in the city while reducing negative effects of the city on the surrounding region and
environment.
Multifunctional land use combines different functions on the same piece of land. In urban areas, this
leads to projects where office, residential, leisure, and retail functions are located at the same place.
Multifunctional land use can be subdivided into three types with combinations being possible as
shown in Figure 01.

Figure 01: Different forms of multifunctional land use.

Mixed land use
In a project of mixed land use or mixed-use development, different functions are combined within a
limited site. Mixed land use always implies multifunctional land use as, by definition, different functions
are included. Mixed land use within the city walls is common in historic city centres.
Multifunctional land use
A more developed form of mixed land use is multifunctional land use where different functions are
layered, using the land more than once. It must be possible to operate the functions independently,
but the synergy between them constitutes an important factor for success.
Multifunctional use in time
A building or a public space can have different functions at different moments. This is called multifunctional use in time. Multifunctional use in time, however, has limited applicability for regular urban
functions.
In addition to the aspect of multifunctional land use, intensive land use means either that the required
surface area of a development site could be smaller, or fewer development sites have to be found. The
perception of intensive land use depends on personal opinion and culture, e.g. in the USA, in Europe
or in Japan people regard the intensity of land use differently. One objective way of rating intensive
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land use is the floor space index (FSI), which expresses the total floor area realized on an area of land.
For example, a FSI of 2 means that 20,000 m² of floor space exists on one hectare of land (10,000 m²).
This index varies from city to city and country to country. While countries in Eastern Asia often show a
high FSI, it is generally lower in European cities. An area is used more intensively if there are activities
throughout the day and not only at a specific part of the day e.g. using schools as educational centres
during the day and as club houses in the evenings.

LAYERING

Derived from these two concepts, MILU is defined by four types: INTERWEAVING, INTENSIFYING,
LAYERING and TIMING.

n

Layering is using the third dimension of space, e.g. the underground – using the land for as many
purposes as possible on one site that is as small as possible (e.g. a supermarket with a parking lot
underground and solar panels on the roof). Typical examples of layering are:
n

n

INTERWEAVING
Interweaving is using the available land for combining functions that individually need a lot of space,
thus saving on total land use. Examples of interweaving are the following:
n
n
n
n

n
n

Replacing one homogenous function dominating one site by a number of new functions;
Increasing the number of uses in an area due to optimisation of the pattern of plots;
Joining different functions in one object or building;
Using facilities/areas for other purposes, such as recreation, greenery, sport facilities, housing,
services etc.;
Provoking people to visit and use a place by creating comfortable (public) transportation facilities;
Making different users of a site use common facilities.

INTENSIFYING
This dimension is connected to intensifying the use of monofunctional space, but not necessarily
having a monolithic or homogenous spatial structure (this is typical for large-scale investments, such
as transportation networks, city greenery etc.). Intensifying land use might be achieved by:
n
n
n

Increasing the effectiveness of a site by finding better technological and functional solutions;
Connecting areas that fulfil the same or similar functions into one system;
Conscious use of land (saving surrounding space) possibly thanks to cleaning up polluted postindustrial ground, using technical solutions that enable decreasing the size of buffer zones between
conflicting functions or defining borders of urban sprawl either by creating physical barriers or by
introducing spatial planning laws.

M
 ultiplying the floors of newly built objects upwards or downwards;
U
 sing the roofs of existing buildings to build upon and to create roof gardens, roof squares, viewing
platforms, new dwellings etc.;
B
 uilding under or over existing objects.

TIMING
Using the fourth dimension of space means using land for more than one purpose at any time and for
different purposes at different times of the day. Examples of timing are:
n
n
n
n

Introducing day and night shifts;
Introducing a use timetable;
Introducing seasonal uses, e.g. summer and winter shifts;
Introducing temporary uses in short periods (e.g. occasional markets, festivals), long periods (e.g. city
farming, parks) and undefined periods (e.g. amusement parks, buffer zones for emergency uses).

Multifunctional intensive land use in cities can take a number of forms. In many cities it means looking
for (re)development opportunities, such as abandoned (industrial) sites, within the city, instead of
building on greenfield sites at the edges of town. The benefits of MILU include energy saving potentials,
reduction of unnecessary journeys and social inclusion possibilities offered by combining housing,
shopping, work, transport, recreation etc.
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Introduction to the Design of the
CUPA Workshop
THE MILU METHODOLOGY
Based on the six stages of a traditional planning process (Figure 02), MILU elaborated the Implementation Lab workshop format, which takes into consideration that due to the fluidity of planning, it is
rarely possible to follow the classic planning format precisely.

STAGE 1:
getting started – building
partnership

STAGE 6:
getting feedback – evaluation
and feedback

STAGE 5:
taking action – implementation
and monitoring

STAGE 2:
knowing the area –
analysis

STAGE 3:
looking forward – common
vision

STAGE 4:
getting organized – strategic
framework

A typical MILUNET and CUPA Implementation Lab consists of sessions over three consecutive days.
The sessions begin with presentations regarding the background of the selected cases and related
site visits (day 1). This is followed by group strategy sessions (day 2) and forming groups and presenting recommendations (day 3). The Implementation Lab sessions intend to enable the participants
and hosts to share experiences and come away with new insights.
Each Implementation Lab workshop is the result of carefully coordinated efforts between the host
organization, the management of the CUPA project (TINA Vienna and the City of Vienna) and the
International Intervision Institute (III). The core of the three-day workshop on the development of the
study case is the Implementation Lab itself; a series of interactive sessions in which stakeholders of the
host partner work together with the CUPA partners and professional experts. To maximize interactivity,
the IL workshops are typically organized as open panel discussions involving planners from the host
city/region. The main purpose of an Implementation Lab is to investigate as a group both new and
persistent urban/regional problems and how they relate to intended land use. Each workshop aims at
providing the host with useful and practical suggestions and recommendations on dealing with the
problem case(s) discussed.
A CUPA Implementation Lab focuses on six considerations (brought below) that integrate social,
economic, political, structural and ecological issues and have been developed to promote thinking
outside the box.
n

Figure 02: The six stages of the traditional planning process.
n

Consistent with the MILU theoretical framework, each workshop and Implementation Lab has the
following larger aims:
n
n

n

To increase the awareness of the consequences of multifunctional and intensive uses of space;
To understand the extent to which the interventions to concentrate land use contribute to social
quality and to the economic value of the physical environment;
To understand the appropriate containment strategies for cities, using multifunctional and intensive land use mechanisms with the aim of preserving open space, nature, valuable landscape
and water systems.

n

I dentity
n Do the project areas have their own identity?
n How can this identity be enhanced and improved?
n Are there local aspirations that can be capitalized upon?
C
 ritical mass
n Does each site have the development, infrastructure and resident population to maintain a
coherent community?
n What additional elements are needed to reach and support the desired critical mass?
C
 onnectivity
n What links does each site have with its surrounding natural and man-made environment?
n How can these connections be further enhanced and developed?
n What infrastructure and land uses are required to integrate the sites into the surrounding urban
and natural fabric?
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H
 uman scale
n Do the existing developments fit with diverse human scale activities? Are the scales and relationships of the public spaces supportive of their intended use?
n W
 hat adaptations can be made to improve social interaction between the various uses of each
site?
P
 romotion and marketing
n How are existing (mixed) uses promoted?
n How effective are these efforts?
n What types of promotion could improve or create the community image or a better sense of place?
n By what means can local decision-makers and/or policymakers be encouraged to lend their
support to MILU in the specific city?
n What short-term solutions should be considered to trigger action?
P
 rocess architecture
n How to organize an effective planning and implementation process? (Figure 03)

Identity

Critical
Mass

Connections

Human
Scale

Observations
Suggestions
Recommendations

Figure 03: Areas of concern in the course of a CUPA Implementation Lab.

Promotino
and
marketing

Process

These six considerations provide the framework for the working sessions of the Implementation Lab
in which observations, suggestions and recommendations are formulated for each case study.
The MILU way of thinking and its practical manifestation in the format of the well-tested Implementation Lab provided a sound and successful structure for CUPA. Luckily, key experts and developers
from MILU have accompanied CUPA in bringing along the knowledge of how to deal with regional-urban development questions. MILU is sustainable development and CUPA is its catalyst in Southeast
and Central Europe.
The contents of this chapter are based on the MILU guide Practitioners’ Handbook for Multifunctional
Intensive Land Use (2007).

FACTBOX
Vienna, Austria
02–04 September 2009
Urban district planning

CUPA Workshop | Vienna
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The first CUPA Implementation Lab focused on both a
local and a regional planning case. The local case involved a glasshouse gardening area in the south of Vienna, which is split into two parts by the metro line. It offers
space for up to 6,000 apartments, yet not all the owners
of the gardens are ready to sell their properties. The regional case concentrated on the heterogenic area around
Alterlaa in the south of Vienna, which contains the old
village core of Atzgersdorf, the river Liesing, enterprise
zones and large residential blocks.
Issues concerning the regional and the local case were
identified during a field visit. On a regional level, the drainage of businesses, the involvement of the existing population and the character of the area were mentioned.
Therefore, the potential of the area needed to be discussed as part of a vision, taking into account housing,
leisure, connectivity, jobs and a green environment that
would form part of the programme.
The planning and community territory were not clear on a
local level. Also, the elements of the programme as well
as gaps needed to be identified. Development priorities
for the glasshouse area had to be sorted out in order to
create one connected community.
Questions
The questions that were relevant for the workshop were:
n 
How can the area be developed without having all the
realties in one hand?
n Where could a school campus of 25,000 m² be located
within the area?
n How can traffic problems caused by traffic jams and a
lack of public transport stations be solved?
n Which functions besides living are applicable?
n How to organize the developing process?
n 
What could be the coherent vision linking all separate developments and involving ecology as a central
pillar?

STAKEHOLDER:
City of Vienna, district management
FIELDS OF MEASURES:
housing development, transport management,
green space development

OUTPUT
Regional Case: Alterlaa
The analysis of the area’s identity by the participants of
the workshop showed that no overall identity could be
found; instead there were many small and sometimes
hidden identities for different sub-areas. These sub-identities are defined by the old village core of Atzgersdorf, the
towers of Alterlaa, the river Liesing, the plant nurseries
and the housing zones that consist of different housing
typologies. In order to value the heritage of the old village
core, it was suggested to enhance the river as a green
spine to enforce the nursing identity of the area and to
create a new landmark as a counterpoint to the residential towers of Alterlaa.
When it comes to connectivity, Liesing is an amorphous
area that lacks physical and thematic links. Only the connections for motorized individual traffic are well maintained in all directions. Public transport was experienced
as rather poor on the east-west route; connections for
pedestrians and cycling need overall improvement. There
is also a lack of social and visual connections within the
area. It was therefore suggested by the participants to
enhance connectivity by improving the Atzgersdorf village
centre and the tangential connections for public transport, pedestrians and bicycles, whereas motorized individual traffic needs to be reduced.
Furthermore, it is important to strengthen the values and
functions of the existing village core of Atzgersdorf and a
potential new sub-core in order to attract a critical mass.
On the level of human scale, the area was experienced as

Figure 04: view to the north – Alterlaa, © Volkmar Pamer

too wide for foot and bicycle paths and lacking in green
areas. The historic centre of Atzgersdorf, on the other
hand, lacks a quality of sojourn as opposed to the area
around the river Liesing with its high quality leisure options. In order to strengthen the green structure, it was
seen as necessary to include landscape features and natural assets as part of a developing strategy in landscape
planning. Further suggestions were to adapt vacant constructions, to create resting and leisure spaces, and to
alter land morphology.
Promotion or marketing activities were not recognizable,
so it was suggested to promote a new identity for the
area. A local office for direct public participation of the
community was already established in Vienna (Gebietsbetreuung); this office could arrange exclusive festivals and
culture incubators or create a logo and local trademark
branding by attaching values to the name of the area.
Although there were different independent developments
at different parts of the area, a process for an overall development strategy had not been defined. The participants of the workshop recommended stopping those

autonomous developments and creating an overall concept instead.
In conclusion, important strategies that were identified by
the CUPA participants include realizing a self-sustaining
critical mass around metro stations, strengthening the
green network, creating interim uses for industrial areas,
enhancing the potential science corridor areas, reinforcing the existing identity of each cluster and improving the
east-west connection as well as the social infrastructure.
Local case: In der Wiesen
In terms of identity, the area of Liesing was experienced
as a declining gardening area without landmarks for orientation. It is a sprawled area without borders or a local
centre. Some parts, like the railway, the glasshouse area
and Castle Park, are fenced off and offer no public access, which creates the feeling of abandonment. Also,
the area lacks a coherent identity. It was therefore recommended to develop a green identity based on the valuable assets that were present, including a park setting,
which has the potential of being an open green space
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Figure 05: detailed sketch for
potential building patterns for „In der Wiesen“.
© STUDIOVLAY, MA 21

that can be used for small events. The improvement of
accessibility to the area by opening the glasshouse area
to a wider public was also suggested. Apart from that,
further landmarks should be created; one example given
was the elevated U-Bahn (an O-Bahn). The crossings of
roads and the metro infrastructure were considered the
best places for landmarks.
The area of In der Wiesen is located between two metro
stations that connect the area with the city centre, but
public transport connections to surrounding quarters and
the economic pole in the south were seen as rather poor.
Also, bike and pedestrian connections were incoherent
with the garden areas functioning as barriers. Internally,
a connection was not possible due to the lack of a programme, but functions like housing and schools were
considered well suited. Yet, a connection to the river Liesing or to surrounding areas was missing. The participants
of the workshop recommended an improvement of
non-motorized traffic and public transport and of the connection to Erlaa village. Car-free zones were also suggested. To further improve the connection within the area,

green zones and a green bridge
crossing the U6 line in order to connect the west and east green area to the
central park of In der Wiesen were also mentioned.
There is enough critical mass in the northern
part of the Liesing area but a lack of it in the
central or southern zone. The most important
services – except sports facilities – are available in the
immediate neighbourhood and the area is large enough
to create a critical mass. On the other hand, a lack of
critical mass was identified for a successful agribusiness
or a new dwelling area that would be needed in Vienna.
Therefore, it was recommended to create a complete
settlement that encompasses a holistic programme of
housing, leisure, nature, work and shopping. This concept would ask for higher density buildings, a sufficient
green area and the necessary school infrastructure.
The human scale was acknowledged by the CUPA participants due to the sprawled identity of the area. Yet,
despite the high potential for a human scale city of short
distances, the walking distances were still perceived as
long and there was a lack of meeting and public places.
Areas like the glasshouse quarter were perceived as unsafe. As a consequence, it was suggested that public
institutions, like a public library and a public square,
should be created and that daily needs should be made
available within walking or biking distance from places of
culture, leisure and sport.
The workshop participants could not identify any active
promotion for the area; however, the green identity and

the potential for sustainable family life were seen as promotional assets. Creating a label and promoting the quality of life, including the possibility for inhabitants to grow
their own vegetables, was suggested as an option. Also,
the area needs a name that reflects the special quality,
exhibitions and events, and enforces the image of a green
area with CO2 neutral living, working and travelling.
There was no vision or master plan available for the architectural processes of the area, which created uncertainties for all parties involved. The CUPA participants suggested developing financial arrangements like leasing
land and acquiring building rights. Furthermore, the incorporation of a professional mediator and designing a master plan and an operational plan involving stakeholders
and the broader public was recommended.
SUMMARY
In general, the participants of the workshop recommended eliminating motorized traffic from the village centre of
Atzgersdorf and creating a pedestrian zone to improve
the human scale of the area. A green spine alongside
both sides of the river Liesing as well as public spaces
and green areas leading to the river were also suggested.

Figure 06: development
project in Meischlgasse 15-17.
© BUWOG, Mascha
& Seethaler

Figure 07: the project team at work. © Volkmar Pamer
A green network including pedestrian and cycling connections could function as a comprehensive arrangement
to connect the different parts of the area – including the
park with the campground at Breitenfurter Straße and
the area of the Erlaaer Platz (Michael-Bausback-Park).
A sub-centre could be created between the two existing
metro stations (Erlaaer Straße and Perfektastraße), which
could be used for further development of the In der
Wiesen zone and of the industrial zone.
The improvement of public transport was seen as one of
the most important aspects for the area. Introducing smaller bus lines or collective taxis in combination with the newly planned tramline was suggested. On a cultural level, the
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Regelquerschnitt: Breitenfurter Straße Var. A

Figure 08: cross section of potential adjustments of
Breitenfurter Straße. © Verkehrsplanung Käfer GmbH

CUPA participants further recommended different kinds of
performances and temporary or permanent installations in
order to strengthen the identity of the area and to enhance
its economic relevance.
On the local level, the participants of the workshop suggested facilitating slow traffic, like biking or walking, and
public transport, and enhancing pedestrian and bike
paths. Also, social relations should be strengthened by
creating public spaces. Green zones and a green bridge
(Ecoduct) were also mentioned.
A two-part process, which considers public and private
interests, was suggested with regard to architecture. For
the public, this includes urban quality, buildings and cultural-historical values, whereas the interests of users and
landowners form the private aspect. The first phase should
include the compilation of a master plan, which includes
the defined aims and values and takes into account the
different types of interests, the acquisition of land based
on the calculations of the rough capacity per function, as
well as the formation of a timetable. Another suggestion
was to have a city conference on the topic of new urban
values, which involves relevant Viennese professional and
governmental experts and new approaches from elsewhere. In the second phase, the master plan should be
adapted and operational plans need to be developed.

Strengthening
public transport

FURTHER DEVELOPEMENTS
Three major objectives – living, ecology and economy –
were defined following the CUPA workshop in Liesing.
Urban development was established as the main factor
for building identity, which will happen by strengthening
existing functions like housing, working and leisure. Apart
from that, an attractive location for companies needs to
be created in order to stop companies from leaving Liesing. Multifunctionality is described as another important
aspect. The area will also be turned into a smart city by
taking steps towards zero emission and by promoting
public transport.
The area was divided into three target areas: In der Wiesen, the industrial area, and the village centre of Atzgersdorf. The main focus of In der Wiesen is on housing,
green spaces (especially urban gardening as a part of the
already existing horticultural identity), and urbanity. For
the industrial zone Liesing Mitte, a widely respected
co-operation between the urban planning department,
the Vienna Chamber of Commerce, and the Vienna Business Agency was installed. EU funding was used to create a model area for resource efficient industry. The objective of these projects was to develop structures for
sustainable economy that would still be applicable once
the projects have concluded. Therefore, a district management office was installed to coordinate all measures
of implementing the goals of the project. These goals
include securing the industrial area as a location for the
so-called non-mixable companies that – because of
emissions – cannot be positioned in housing areas. Additionally, the industrial area got a new brand and is now
called Standpoint Liesing (Standpunkt Liesing). The third
sub-area, the centre of Atzgersdorf and its vicinity, will
also get restructured by strengthening functions like
housing and trade, in order to create a lively town structure – a transformation from a suburban structure to an
urban fabric. Apart from that, the main goal is the further
development of the recreational area next to the river
Liesing as a green spine.

Fig. 08
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The entire western and southern boundary of Bratislava
is also the border with Austria and Hungary. After joining
the EU, the accession of the Schengen Treaty, and the
adoption of the Euro, this boundary has become less and
less a barrier. Therefore, the suburbanization of the city
of Bratislava affects and concerns also Austrian and
Hungarian municipalities as there are several problems
following these developments. One the one side, the city
and its surrounding communities are in different stages
of development. What is more, the people of the region
speak three different languages and the area is affected
by four different law systems, which means that there are
four different spatial planning systems with conflicting
organizations, instruments and legislation. Apart from
that, the number of stakeholders in this region is enormous, as it includes spatial planning players from Bratislava, Lower Austria, Burgenland and from the GyörMoson-Sopron County.
The case study focuses on the area of the 4th quadrant
of Bratislava in the southwest of the city that includes the
borders of Austria and Hungary. The area geomorphologically clearly belongs to the city, but in the early 20th
century, it was separated by a political decision by implementing the Danube as a natural obstacle between the
old town and the areas towards Austria. The task of the
Implementation Lab is to verify the potential development, the possibilities for future urbanization and of reshaping this area as one organism not separated by an
artificially created political boundary.
Questions
The questions that needed answering were the following:
n How should all these stakeholders be coordinated in
a transparent planning process?
n What kind of governing body or institution could
be developed and installed to suit the task and
carry enough weight to be acceptable to all stakeholders?

STAKEHOLDER:
City of Bratislava, surrounding towns
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
green space development, waterfront
development, zonal master planning

The land use concept has to be taken into account in
addition to the process concept. The southern part of the
area, where Slovakia and Austria are separated by an
artificial border, offers great potential for development
because of its closeness to the Bratislava city centre. The
best possible land use for this part of the region had to
be defined during the CUPA Implementation Lab that
would enable building the discussions on the experiences of previous projects in the region, such as project
KOBRA (Stadt-Umland-Kooperation Bratislava), the restoration of the former arms of the Danube and the development of a green belt.
The main topics that had to be discussed in this context
included the function of Bratislava as an economic and
cultural centre, the necessity of expansion, the identification of the population of Bratislava within the 4th quadrant area and the function of the green corridor. Other
points to consider included the option of a land bank and
the risk of flooding.

Figure 09: sketch of the left shoreline of the Danube in Bratislava. © Andrey Pavliv

OUTPUT
Green and nature were identified as the main identities of
the land use concept of the 4th quadrant of Bratislava,
whereas housing could more significantly be incorporated into the other three quadrants. Borders need to be
respected in the future in order to leave room for green
and nature and the height of newly developed buildings
should be limited to ensure an open view. A certain level
has to be maintained regarding the region’s critical mass
in order to keep the full range of functions needed in a

village, while keeping in mind that too much growth will
be detrimental for the area’s green identity.
One problem that was identified was the missing connection between nature and the city, which is caused by
visual barriers and a lack of bridges or connections. The
main connections from the city to and within the 4th
quadrant are car-based. Therefore, the participants of
the workshop recommended the implementation of
bio-corridors as natural connections between Austria

and Slovakia. In order to create a new awareness for this
area, events could be organized in the 4th quadrant and
a visual connection between the area and the city should
be maintained. Developing the waterfront of Bratislava
should strengthen the city’s connection to the Danube,
providing decent and safe access to the river. The river
could function as a compositional axis for the city, bringing landscape back into the city and encouraging biking
and walking along the Danube.
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Figure 10: view from the castle Bratislava to the south east, Petržalka in the background. © Volkmar Pamer

Another problem that was identified is the lack of interest
in city development and little political participation. Also,
neighbourhood marketing is lacking to say the least and
events are not promoted actively. There is no connection
between master planning and marketing, which means
that the citizens of Bratislava are not aware of current

developments, e.g. of the Centrope initiative. Therefore,
branding is necessary for the 4th quadrant in order to
promote itself as a green region. This could be done by
using (new) media and organising workshops and meetings, but also by creating cultural activities to attract
tourists and locals. Bratislava could also apply for the

status of the cultural capital of Europe or the UNESCO
heritage. Additionally, green events backed by political
support and related to green areas and water could be
organised in the 4th quadrant.
As the master plan and cooperation with neighbouring
municipalities are not well structured, suburbanisation
also becomes an issue. This is also true for territorial cooperation with Austrian partners, meaning there are no
noticeable impacts in the wider region. A revision of the
master plan, the inclusion of a schedule and the incorporation of the development of the 4th quadrant could help
improve city planning in terms of green areas and the
waterfront. Other recommendations presented by the
CUPA experts include the installation of a zonal master
plan for Petrzalka and a flood damage prediction map for
the west bank of the Danube.
As the CUPA group analysing the land use concept of the
4th quadrant discovered, the area around the former riverbed and the villages between the river and the riverbed
could become a part of the area’s green identity by
strengthening the recreational purpose and enhancing
existing sporting facilities. The existing motorway will be
lifted up in order to protect it from floods, while bike and
pedestrian paths will lead through the flooding plain. The
existing railway line could be upgraded to serve as a
more frequent means of public transport; furthermore, a
connection between the train and the waterbus was recommended.
The analysis for the process concept showed that the
area offers ecological value and that the recreational
function needs to be strengthened in order to create an
attractive living environment. The road network connecting Vienna and Bratislava shows gaps in the secondary
road structure and makes orientation difficult. The combination of nature, farming and recreation shows potential for promotion and marketing; the 4th quadrant is especially known for its outdoor activities and it has the
capacity to be an attractive area that is suitable for biking, hiking and visiting picturesque places. In the process
of spatial development, the CUPA participants also iden-

tified discrepancies between the KOBRA vision and the
Bratislava structure plan; other disadvantages of the existing concepts include their top to bottom orientation
and weak social background.
Taking into account these problems, the CUPA participants recommended the installation of information
boards on historical facts and the differentiation of urban,
green, water, and agricultural spaces. In addition, a connection should be made visible by overlapping landscape
features across borders and density at the junctions of
the main infrastructure should be increased to promote
economic growth. Apart from that, connectivity is also
necessary on a mental level, to allow citizens to create a
mental map of the city that includes both sides of the
Danube with their own specific features.
Furthermore, it was recommended to create a network of
Austrian and Slovakian villages and to better involve existing interest groups into the planning process, while attributing responsibility for the development of the area to
the local authorities. The planning process should hereby
focus on the greater Bratislava area and stimulate the de-

Figure 11: the project team at work in the border region
Slovakia-Austria. © Volkmar Pamer
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Figure 12: spatial development suggestions for the
project area.
© CUPA IL team Bratislava

Fig. 10

Fig. 09

Green corridors
suggested

velopment of an integrated Bratislava-Vienna economic
development region. An overall manager should be in
charge of implementing the existing structure plan on the
greater Bratislava area. Finally, short and long-term plans
were developed for the region, determining which development steps need to be prioritized.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In 2011, the project BAUM (Bratislava Umland Management) was initiated by a team of Slovakian and Austrian
planners, focusing on the recommendations of the CUPA
workshop and other concepts that had been developed
for the region. The main focus of the project was on the
coordination of urban development in Bratislava and its
surrounding areas, including regions in Austria and Slovakia. The objectives of the project included information
and coordination meetings in Bratislava, the development of common urban development strategies and an
urban planning study for Bratislava that would take into

Core settlement
development areas

account the interests of the Austrian regions involved. To
achieve these goals, a cross-border coordinated platform called MEP (Multilateral Expert Platform) was developed to hold regular meetings about current topics.
The project ended in 2013 and was among the finalists of
the EU-Regiostars Award 2012.
Based on these analyses, a spatial development concept
was published in 2014, focusing on the topics of housing
development, green areas, traffic, mobility and hydrology. The concept involves 14 regions in Austria and in the
surrounding regions of Bratislava. It concentrates on
housing and land resources and the use of possible instruments for housing development. Measures to develop nature protection areas and tourism are also mentioned. In the field of traffic and mobility, an enhancement
and optimisation of street and railway connections as
well as the development of alternative forms of mobility
and public transport are described. A green space concept is also mentioned as a measure to enforce green
networks.

Potential Danube
crossings

Fig. 11

FACTBOX
Lviv, Ukraine
20–22 June 2011
Post-event planning, location
development
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The football stadium area in Lviv was designed as one of
the venues to host the UEFA EURO Championship in
2012. New functions and a new branding will be needed
for the area after the games in order to mentally and
physically link it to the city and to create an attractive location for leisure activities, which will be defined in the
new spatial plan. Therefore, the potential future use of the
area and the necessary steps to establish good grounds
for the development of those functions needed to be discussed in the workshop in order to find a unique selling
point for the place, taking into account that funding on a
national (and private) level is crucial as tax money would
not be available for site development or projects in the
area.
The territory of the study case covers a large area, which
means that a step-by-step scenario is needed because
the market will not be able to provide all the capital
necessary for the development of the entire area at once,
nor will there be enough purchasing power to buy real
estate there. A gradual scenario where every stage is
complete by itself and adds to the previous should be
generated. This should be followed by development
steps, which are embedded in a long-term exercise for
improving the area depending on market developments.
The case study area does not have a specific name yet.
At the date of the CUPA workshop it looked like a satellite
settlement of the City of Lviv.
Ideas that were brought to the table beforehand were a
library, scientific institution(s), e.g. university institutions,
cinemas in short distance that attract walking crowds
(because people that walk consume and buy), and not to
forget the congress centre which could be included in
the stadium.
Questions
Several questions were raised during the preparations of
the Implementation Lab in Lviv. Only a concise selection

STAKEHOLDER:
City of Lviv, development agency
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
public space development, area branding,
recreational area development

of them could be tackled by the CUPA workshop. Nevertheless, the associated questions and challenges show
the overall scope of integration of the new districts into an
existing urban ecosystem. The core questions were
worded as follows:
n

n

n

n

The main concern is what are or should be the ambitions and significance of the area for the City of Lviv
once the EURO 2012 UEFA CUP games have taken
place?
Is there a strategy in place to brand the area with a
specific identity? What to call the area so that every
citizen of Lviv would know what area is being referred
to?
How to create a reason to be there not only for sports
or special events, but also during the weekdays and in
the evenings? Could the study area be given a unique
selling proposition?
Is there ambition to live up to the latest ecological standards? Has a kind of ecological/sustainable/climate
neutral approach been formulated yet?

OUTPUT
As the analysis of the Implementation Lab showed, the
stadium area needs to be adapted to public space quality requirements and urban vitality with additional uses
contributing to these conditions. Also, the attractiveness
of the area could be enhanced by finding a unique design
and by outsourcing the development of energy and IT
related technical innovations and expertise. In order to

Figure 13: group picture in front of the stadium. © Volkmar Pamer
maintain the liveliness of the historical centre of Lviv,
functions that compete with tourist awareness and the
typical urban life of the city centre should be avoided in
the southern district around the stadium. For the same
reasons, the relocation of university facilities and largescale production to the stadium area is suboptimal, as
this would lead to a dead city centre during the tourist
off-season. Despite the city’s plans to move the city hall
and its offices to the area in order to avoid inefficient travelling between the currently widespread buildings, the
relocation of administrative institutions to the area was
seen as a bad decision by the participants of the workshop, as this would have a negative impact on the structure of the small enterprises in the inner city.
Apart from that, the new master plan for the area would
have to take into account the differences of central, peripheral, and intermediary areas in terms of functionality.
The transformation of the place needs to be arranged in
a step-by-step scenario, since the available capital was

not sufficient for redeveloping the entire area in one step
or for purchasing real estate at the area. A sustainable
branding of the area was vital in order to outlast the football event.
On the level of identity and quality of space, large parts of
the city of Lviv are under UNESCO protection, which
adds to its historic and cultural value. Lviv also presents
itself as a student city and a cosmopolitan city with an
urban street life. The stadium area itself is part of the
plain south of the city and offers no green qualities despite being large and monotonously green. The iconic
structure of the new stadium dominates the area and
both the stadium and the hippodrome provide the place
with an identity related to sports and recreation. Due to
its connection to the ring road and a bus route to the
broader region, the area is easily accessible and therefore has the potential of becoming a modern gate to the
city. This potential can be further developed to give the
place a new identity. According to the participants of the
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Figure 14: arena Lviv under construction. © Volkmar Pamer

workshop, a combination of recreational and educational
functions would be a suitable choice, meaning that additional sports and recreational facilities – including a
swimming pool and a park with outdoor entertainment –
could be established to contribute to the leisure related
identity of the area.
A multifunctional use could also include facilities for religious pilgrimage, art, housing, or IT. A modern atmosphere could be created by the use of modern and green
energy saving measures and production techniques.
In order to avoid the separation of the stadium area from
the rest of the city, a good mix of functions is crucial to
attract visitors. Recreational areas and entertainment facilities for children as well as adults with a region-wide

Figure 15: the city centre of Lviv. © Volkmar Pamer

focus including nearby restaurants and housing would
therefore help improve the critical mass for good public
transport connections during all hours of the day.
Connectivity can be created by improving roads and establishing an infrastructure for bikes. Also, public transport needs to be improved around the stadium and between the suggested facilities. While this could be
achieved by installing bus or trolley bus connections, it
also requires the critical mass provided by workforce,
population and event visitors. Internet connection needs
to be provided in order to make the area more attractive
to IT based businesses and encourage them to settle
around the stadium.Good lighting of the public space
and visual landmarks for orientation are necessary on the

human scale level to create a feeling of safety, while a
good combination of functions and facilities assures liveliness throughout the day. Although the City of Lviv is
known as a cultural centre, the stadium area had not
been previously promoted. Here, a new approach in local
architecture and branding the area as a green and recreational zone could be options for promotional activities.
The workshop participants recommended the following
four steps for the implementation process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Taking care of the cultural heritage;
Developing new projects only based on demand;
Working out the best solutions;
Realizing the most realistic projects.

Based on the participants’ observations and suggestions, recommendations were developed for the possible
functions of the stadium, ranging from sports and recreation to culture and education. Besides sports activities
like ice hockey, tennis or golf, a green zone and an entertainment park for families were also recommended. Other options include an art village for open-air exhibitions
and festivals, a pilgrimage site and retail areas and medical units. An expo and conference site – together with
small-scale hotels and housing – could also be part of
the multifunctional mix.
Due to a lack of public funding, private investment is necessary to implement the aforementioned ideas. The implementation process, which needs to be backed by the

Figure 16: the CUPA-IL group at work
© Volkmar Pamer

government, can be divided into different phases, starting with the construction of the expo and conference
centre and moving on to a large green zone and recreational area. Another following phase should include the
planning and establishment of an ice stadium (which can
be used for different functions) by the local government
in accordance with other implementation projects starting simultaneously. Therefore, a detailed master plan of
the area is needed to guarantee the effective mid and
long-term development of the area. One exemplary concept was already developed during the workshop, identifying short, mid and long-term goals for the implementation of sports and leisure facilities in more detail.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In 2012, the UEFA European Championships took place
in Poland and Ukraine. Besides Lviv, Kyiv, Donetsk, and
Kharkiv hosted matches between European national
football teams in Ukraine. International arrivals at the Lviv
airport went up by 200% during the championship period. More than 60,000 visitors attended the fan zone in
Lviv and numbers prove that about 55% of the visitors
were satisfied with the local transport in Lviv during the
UEFA EURO 2012 (UEFA 2013). But what remains after

the biggest public sports event in the history of Ukraine?
What are the benefits for single hosting cities? How could
Lviv deploy the impulse of this enormous sporting event?
First of all, the city took the advice of the participants of
the CUPA workshop to abandon the plans for moving the
public administration out of the inner city and into the
new development area around Arena Lviv. The negative
impact on the inner city businesses, incl. catering and
overall liveliness during off-season periods would have
been considerable, but also in terms of the quality of
space, the use of existing building infrastructure and the
identification of civil servants with their home city. A relocation of public administration would merely have generated an office-only location around the arena. Setting up
a well-working mix of functions that guarantees constant
activity demands investments and skilful long-term planning.
The omission of potential measures to stimulate the development of new districts is important in planning. It
takes courage and shows the ability to overcome one’s
convictions. What has actually been changed and added
to the arena site in the south of Lviv? The development of
the site clearly lags behind expectations (status summer
2015). There are two main explanations to this. Firstly,
investments for sport sites along with the associated services and infrastructures have (over)strained the public
budgets to an unhealthy extent. Secondly, the geopolitical crisis in Ukraine after the revolutionary removal of
President Wiktor Janukowytsch – which has had an especially strong influence in the eastern parts of the country (the Donezk, Lukansk, Charkiw, Krim oblasts) – as
well as the war with Russia, have triggered a severe economic crisis in the entire country. Economic performances have been declining, public debt has been rising and
the uncertainty of investments has been causing potential investors from foreign countries to consider Ukraine
as an unsafe place to invest in. The combined effects of
these developments are bringing investments to a stop
and hindering the development of the site towards becoming an integrated part and district of Lviv.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The Krakow Implementation Lab focused on the Krakow
channel area and on the possible needs and spatial development scenarios of the district. The area is characterized by a large number of green areas and bodies of
water, but also by two important and vibrant roads that
function as the central axes of the city’s urban traffic system. There are extensive natural green areas alongside
the Wilga River with more rivers and lakes within the Krakow channel area, all used for recreation.
The channel area is split into two parts by the Vistula
River – a more urban area that is connected to the historical centre, while the other offers large open spaces and
lakesides but lacks coordinated development. The lakesides and riverbanks in the north are neglected despite
their proximity to the housing areas, the university campus and the city centre. This mixed-use area offers functions like recreation, nature, living and education, but it is
not promoted as a dynamic part of the city.
The green area is currently used for recreational purposes like jogging and walking; yet, sports facilities like biking trails are not available. The area also houses special
public spaces, like open-air theatres. Safety must be improved in order to open certain areas for public access.
The neighbourhoods are scattered, combining both high
quality living and slightly deteriorated areas. The lack of
social cohesion is also an issue.
The density in the residential areas alongside the Krakow
channel is low and the central and regional level has no
functions. The height of the buildings in the area is relatively low, which means that the human scale level is
good. However, safety is an issue and gated communities, which provide safety for those inside, create an unsafe and anonymous environment for visitors and other
inhabitants that are left outside the fences. The lack of
paved paths and lighting add to this picture. On the other
hand, well cared-for allotment gardens and children’s
play gardens are a positive counterpoint.

STAKEHOLDER:
City administration, governor of the Małopolska
province
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
land use planning, investor regulations, green
area planning recreational area development

The area is well connected with the suburban areas in
the south and west, including the campus. Yet, as the
river is a barrier, the connection to the city centre for bicycles and pedestrians needs improvement. The residential areas and the riverbanks are blocked by the main
street and by the gates communities. Connection between the different neighbourhoods is limited and there
is no connection to the lake.
Questions
The following questions were prioritized in the assessment of the area as a leading thread through the CUPA
Implementation Lab in Krakow:
n

n

What potentials does the CUPA team see in the area
concerning its embedment into the neighbourhood
and connecting to the nearby Krakow old town? Which
development opportunities are considered for the area
for the two possible scenarios – whether the channel
will or will not be realized?
How to improve the connectivity of the area in preparation for the intensification of use in the future.

OUTPUT
One aspect analysed by the participants of the workshop
focused on the necessity to construct a channel around
the city of Krakow, while evaluating the navigation for
freight transportation and water management. It was
concluded that a strategic reserve of space for the channel should be kept for a period of 50 to 100 years. This

Figure 17: view towards the project area from a balloon. © Volkmar Pamer

entails that a land use plan needs to be produced for the
area, in which the channel zone can be used for recreational purposes in the “interim” period. This also requires
a land exchange programme to provide compensation to
the private parties within the channel zone. A development plan for the area has to take into account the needs
for housing and regional development. The need for
100,000 additional houses in the following decades will

have an especially large impact on the region. These developments will also affect the traffic system, as traffic in
the channel area is dense already. One the other hand,
this offers good chances for better public transport and
for the development of a dynamic urban environment. A
regional development plan could further help strengthen
the new identity of the channel area as a vibrant and dynamic part of the city. Pychowice, the city district in the

more people to cross the river. In order to improve the
urban quality of this area, physical and mental barriers
have to be removed and the different parts of the quarter
need to become more homogenous to incorporate them
into a connected structure. Areas of public interest, like
the Arata Isozaki Museum, also need improvement.
In summary, the participants of the workshop recommended a five-step process towards a new development
concept for the Krakow channel area.
Figure 18: autumnal atmosphere at the former quarry,
nowadays lake Zakrzówek. © Volkmar Pamer

west of the CUPA-IL site, was identified as a potential
location for new housing areas, as it is connected to the
third ring road and located close to the university campus. Therefore, it can be seen as an attractive housing
location for students and university personnel.
Another development step could be the intensification of
the existing neighbourhoods on the north side of the future channel area by developing a new waterfront. The
density of housing can decrease towards the green area,
leading to low-density areas along the south bank of the
river Vistula. This development of areas alongside the river creates new possibilities for water transport and,
therefore, provides a chance for pedestrians and cyclists
to cross the river. Apart from that, the participants of the
workshop recommended the installation of a more accessible green belt next to the residential areas and the
implementation of urban agriculture, horticulture and allotment gardens.
Functional diversity was also mentioned as a major aspect for further development in the Krakow channel area.
The area should offer educational facilities, restaurants
and shopping districts in order to be attractive to a critical
mass of students, young families and people working at
universities. A mix of commercial real estate and student
or social housing for young families could be implemented in the area alongside art galleries, which might attract

1) Getting to know the area – data collection and
research
Land ownership and land use in the area need to be fully
investigated and assessed. The planning process should
focus both on the regional level as well as on the distinct
parts of the area, involving the relevant stakeholders.
These plans should be consistent with the general urbanisation strategy of the city as a whole and should include an analysis of the investment potentials and possible social support by NGOs.
2) Vision making – master plan
Possible ideas for the area need to be combined in a
master plan, including elements that will be economically
feasible, socially acceptable, and inspiring in terms of
adding value to the existing living conditions, production
requirements and green areas. Making the information
included in the master plan public can enhance co-production and increase identification with the area. The vision for the master plan should involve the densification
of the waterfronts, green areas, the university campus
and services related to living and economy.
Based on the fact that there is no real shortage of apartments at the moment, the focus has to be on regenerating the existing and already developed areas close to the
river (1). It is necessary to also create a beautiful Kraków
on the other side of the Vistula River to increase the attractiveness of these mixed-use areas. It is not only the
tourist part of the city that is important. At the same time,
a fancy area opposite the Wawel is a germ cell for posi-

tive further development. The upgrading of the existing
large-scale mixed-use areas (2) has to focus on the fact
that the amorphous and, in many parts, fenced area has
to become more homogeneous. Break down the barriers, enhance the connectivity (external and internal links)
to make the areas part of the entire structure. The accompanying commercial areas and the areas of general
public interest (3) – like the Arata Isozaki Museum – have
to be improved. For instance, the main entrance of the
museum is unattractive and has a negative influence on
the surrounding area. The entire waterfront has to have a
more coherent appearance. New residential areas with
higher density should be developed closer to the city
centre and the most attractive parts of the proposed
White Cliffs Recreation Zone. Fantastic plans already
exist and should be realised. However, the green corridor close to the lake should be a little wider than in the
proposed plans (4). Areas with lesser density (but not
too little) should be provided for residential function (provided there is higher demand for apartments in the
future) (5).
3) Making the area operational – investment
specifications
The next step is the transformation of the master plan into
operational plans and binding land use plans. Public investment needs to be determined and further specified.
4) Implementation – contracts
The city government should take the lead in a tendering
process and determine a strategy, which includes the involvement of developers and investors who can contribute ideas and projects for specific parts of the area plan.
The selection of the best offer will be followed by a contract.
5) Evaluation
During the executive phase, a continuous evaluation of
the interim results will need to be conducted by the city
council.

Figure 19: the CUPA-IL Krakow Team at work.
© Volkmar Pamer

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Single projects and activities in the Kraków channel area
have altered and added to the quality and variety of the
space ever since the fall of the Iron Curtain. What was
lacking was a comprehensive and holistic development
plan.
The more than 100-year-old plan for protecting Kraków
from severe flood damages, with the help of a discharge
channel, which should have improved navigability on the
Vistula River, was abandoned in 2015 and is now history.
Polders will be created on the Vistula River upstream of
Kraków to provide adequate flood protection. This procedure will ensure a reduction of the water level and will
guarantee that the design of the embankments of the
Vistula River will be sufficient to cope with future floods.
The estimated capacity of the polders is about 150 million cubic meters. This meets the requirements of the
floods directive of the European Union (2007/60/EC).
The decision to finally abandon the plans of a retention
channel is based on economic calculations. It is cheaper
to purchase agricultural land on the polders near Kraków
than to acquire land in the city centre.
The city of Krakow has lobbied for several years against
national and regional plans in order to put down plans for
investing into a flood retention project of this size. Howev-
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Figure 20: sketch of the project site. © Andrey Pavliv

er, in 2006 even mayor Jacek Majchrowski argued that a
relief channel is needed and would offer great chances
for green and attractive urban development (Skowron
2015).
The new situation offers great development opportunities for the Debniki district and its surroundings, which
need to be carefully deployed and controlled by regional
and municipal plans. Concerns and risks regarding real
estate interest in purchasing land and quickly developing
profitable housing and offices need to be taken into account. Despite the desire to start the rezoning process of
the area as quickly as possible (governor Jerzy Miller
votes for mid-2015), the next concrete steps will need
several more years before the provincial plan can be re-

vised and the urban (district) development plans can be
adopted to this revision.
The CUPA Implementation Lab, as well as design and
planning related input from students, universities etc.
provided a huge variety of ideas on how to efficiently develop the former channel area in Kraków. Therefore, the
official provincial and municipal government and their
planning units are invited to take these recommendations
into consideration during the planning process and also
with regard to concrete functional ideas. The Kraków
channel area has been thoroughly analysed and an abundance of concepts for the future are available. The challenge will be to balance the investors’ wishes with a sustainable and comprehensive plan for the multi-use land.

Pearl chain development
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Fig. 18
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The areas selected for the CUPA Implementation Lab in
Novi Sad were Fisherman’s Island, Kamenica Island, and
the neighbouring Chinese quarter, located south of the
city centre along the Danube. While Fisherman’s Island is
used for recreational purposes and consists mostly of forest, Kamenica Island has little population and offers space
for sports activities and recreational areas. The Chinese
quarter is a former industrial area in the northern part of
the city that blends newer parts into the urban fabric.
Development within this area has come to a standstill
and, despite the enormous potential of the Danube waterfront, the cohesion of the present functions in the area
does not match its potential and has an extremely negative influence on the structure of the local economy and
the settlement of new companies. Both islands have to
deal with floods that occur at least every ten years. Illegal
single-family houses that are built without a building permit or lack a sophisticated technical infrastructure are
especially prone to serious damage. As a result, the population holds the area in low regard and the upkeep of the
public space shows proof of neglect and disinterest.
Low-cost activities like tidying up the area would improve
the quality of the space substantially and would therefore
help create an atmosphere of appreciation for this area.
On the other hand, the newly built promenade between
the Chinese quarter and the Danube offers cycling paths
and walking and running lanes; dustbins and an advanced lighting system in the public space shape this
part of the quarter, making it appear very clean but also
– by highlighting the contrast between the well and poorly kept areas – relatively oversized and expensive.
Questions
These positive and negative aspects were used as a
starting point for the workshop and the participants were
encouraged to suggest possible spatial development
proposals and discuss the following topics:

STAKEHOLDER:
City of Novi Sad, (start-up) companies, tourism
developers, University of Novi Sad
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
networking in terms of physical and personal
connections, strengthening tourism, marketing
of site development, public space quality improvement.

What would be beneficial for the city in terms of the
site’s spatial development?
n What kind of functions may become attractive for developers and city residents?
n Which new structures need to be built in order to provide the best possible access to the site?
n Which sociological, economic and cultural influences
related to the redevelopment of the area will affect the
local society?
n How to make use of the river for water sports, recreational facilities, leisure, etc.?
The international practitioners from seven different countries that took part in the Novi Sad Implementation Lab
took this input into account and focused on two main
concerns:
Which mix of functions would help endorse the aims of
the municipal policy of stimulating tourism, urban agriculture and the ICT on the Fisherman’s and Kamenica islands and the Chinese quarter territory?
How to create public-public and public-private partnerships that contribute to the spatial concept we recommend?
n

OUTPUT
Chinese Quarter
Three main fields of measure were identified for the Chinese quarter – which was named so after the goods that

Figure 21: oxbow leg of the river Danube by the fisherman island. © Volkmar Pamer

were stored there in earlier days – on the level of identity
and human scale for strengthening its characteristic traits:
n C
 reating a community of entrepreneurs active in small
companies that are somewhat industrially inclined, e.g.
car repair workshops and small maritime/inland waterway businesses;
n E
 stablishing a party location with bars or clubs, which
are frequented by students living in a nearby campus
dormitory;
n Initiating a recreation and sports complex in the south
of the area with opportunities for running, cycling,
boating (rowing) and swimming.
Yet, due to the dereliction of the place, the limited access
to its surroundings and the illegal erection and use of
some buildings, the area feels unsafe and is therefore in
need of (atmospheric) improvement. From this point of
view, it is important to strengthen the existing identities
by removing the derelict structures in the east, by main-

taining the mixed-use character of the small companies,
bars, clubs and student housing, and by shaping better
defined public spaces. The area can work as a generator
for small new companies by further focusing on its entrepreneurial potential. Cooperation with the university (and
vocational schools) is necessary in order promote the development of such small enterprises and a shift from the
industrially inclined entrepreneurs, such as workshops or
low-tech craft, towards more knowledge-related entrepreneurs.
With regard to critical mass, promotion and marketing,
the Chinese quarter is best known in Novi Sad for its
recreational facilities (beach, bike lanes, running lane)
and the pubs and clubs located near the housing areas.
The local enterprises offer a potential for further developing new activities. Attractive connections to neighbouring
areas are missing in the east of the Chinese quarter; as
such, better connections between the Chinese quarter
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Figure 22: one exemplary
old industrial site nearby the
two Danube peninsulas.
© Volkmar Pamer
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Figure 23: the CUPA-IL group at work. © Volkmar Pamer

and the Liman quarter, as well as improved access to
the river by installing public landing platforms were suggested.
The Chinese quarter has the potential of becoming the
new face of the part of the city near the Danube by connecting the Liman neighbourhood and the Fisherman’s
and Kamenica islands. The main target areas for development in Novi Sad – IT, agriculture and tourism – can be
established with the help of small businesses envisioning
a “knowledge based society” and support from the municipality. Additionally, the existing longitudinal axis of the
Despota Stefana Boulevard could be consolidated by
constructing low-rise buildings and creating an urban
street that hosts attractive functions both on the local
and metropolitan level. At the same time, the connection
with the rest of the city must be ensured by means of

Figure 24: group picture of the CUPA-IL team. © Volkmar Pamer

transversal roads that lead to the public spaces along the
river and have a strongly pedestrian character.
The concept of a “porous campus” aims at creating conditions, which channel private investments with the help
of the university to create high-quality public space and
to give a clear identity to educational institutions. Here,
the area next to the military base in the west of the quarter can be used as a mixed-use university campus with
research labs, expo areas and high quality public spaces. Facilities offering services to students, e.g. cafeterias,
showrooms, stores, etc., can be located around the student dormitories.
The implementation of these recommendations can happen in two phases. The first phase would see the instalment of seasonal service kiosks alongside the pedestrian
lane close to the river and alongside the Despota Stefana

Boulevard, where impermanent material can be used to
quickly and efficiently modify the space. In the second
phase, the temporary installations can be replaced with
more permanent constructions. Also, municipalities can
take advantage of the informal and illegal buildings by
initiating a guided process along with a related urban development policy, in order to build new houses quickly
and cost-effectively.
Fisherman’s Island and Kamenica Island
Even though the citizens of the nearby cities Advice, Telep and Liman that use the area for leisure activities, Fisherman’s and Kamenica islands do not have a specific
identity or branding due to a lack of maintenance and
involvement. In order to minimize the distances between
the locations and to create a combined identity for the

entire area based on the topics of leisure, nature and science, a suggestion was made to merge both islands. The
use of public platforms in situ for community buildings is
also an option for improving the quality of the space.
A park with separate nature and leisure-oriented parts
was suggested during the workshop discussion in order
to create one identity for both islands. In this case, it will
be necessary to develop a flexible infrastructure to enable reacting to flooding and retention. The use of hightech agriculture by establishing an experimental zone
for tests on flooded crops and really dry crops was also
recommended. These transformations require cooperation with the university and other local key parties. It will
also be important to establish traffic rules for parking
and driving on the islands in order to keep the islands
clean.
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Figure 25: hand drawn sketch of a land use plan for the site. © CUPA-IL team

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Several projects have been initiated in the Chinese quarter since the end of the CUPA workshop. Connectivity
will be improved by a new wooden bridge that will connect the Chinese quarter with Liman park. The project
was developed by architecture students from Novi Sad in
cooperation with the city’s administration. A new pedes-

ZONES

Figure 26: recommended zones on the site.
© CUPA-IL team

trian and cycling bridge, which will also function as a new
landmark for Novi Sad, is being built in 2015 to connect
Fisherman’s Island with Kay. It will be built on seven pillars and will consist of a combination of steel and sheet
metal, with solar panels alongside the bridge to heat the
walking space and keep it from freezing during winter.
Another project in development is the new Youth Polis
youth quarter that will be developed in a former factory
building and will be presented as Novi Sad’s entry for the
Youth Capital of Europe competition in 2018. Events like
exhibitions and manufacturing workshops will take place
in this new and modern industry centre; one of the project’s goals is to be able to sustain itself from its own revenues.
Furthermore, green spaces have been installed in the urban areas next to the Despota Stefana Boulevard. These
areas have been equipped with benches and plants and
function as small parks. In addition, there are plans to
revitalize the brownfield sites in the Chinese quarter in
order to contribute to the development of the local economy and to attract investors.
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FACTBOX
Odessa, Ukraine
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Green area planning

CUPA Workshop | Odessa
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
Odessa, as an administrative unit, is situated in the
southern part of Ukraine, bordered in the west by Moldavia and Romania. The city is the regional industrial, cultural, scientific and tourist centre and defines itself as
a green and clean city with rich history and a good quality of life.
The CUPA workshop in 2012 concentrated on the parks
of Odessa, taking into account the Shevchenko Park and
the Dendro Pobedi Park (or Victory Park).
Shevchenko Park offers both culture and leisure facilities
(e.g. a football stadium) and hosts an amusement park
with a bike rental service and an urban dance floor. It also
provides space for outdoor activities, including cycling
trails leading to the beach. Yet, there is no official electricity or water supply in the park and the maintenance of
the roads needs improvement. There is also a lack of
sanitary facilities.
Victory Park is surrounded by high-rise buildings, has a
large pond and playgrounds and functions mostly as a
recreational and family leisure area. Different agencies
are responsible for municipal services like lighting, greenery and events and park management. The agencies are
entitled to make their own decisions concerning general
management.
Fields of improvement for these and other parks in Odessa include infrastructure rehabilitation in terms of financial
and human resources for conservation as well as attracting business enterprises, but also the restoration of the
cultural and recreational values of the parks. Another aspect is the process of building hiking trails and cycling
routes, especially in Shevchenko Park. Therefore, the
CUPA workshop was supposed to address the provision
of effective park management with limited resources for
upkeep and maintenance, the stimulation of economic
activities to attract investments, and the development of
measures for reducing the population of stray dogs in the
parks.

STAKEHOLDER:
City of Odessa, park foundation
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
infrastructure planning, master planning,
recreational zones

Questions
Issues that have to be considered in this context are neglect of and a lack of structural maintenance, which result from financial cuts and an increased shortage of
public funds. In order to cope with these problems, a
more effective management of the parks is necessary.
Also, seasonal attractions for citizens and economic activities to create motivation to invest need to be established. Therefore, the general problem statement of the
workshop focused on short and long-term reduction of
the maintenance burden of the parks in Odessa.
OUTPUT
Shevchenko Park
The CUPA participants focused on a vision for spatial development and the identification of a process that would
make changes possible. Guided thematic tours and an
enhanced information system were recommended for
keeping visitors informed of the park’s historical identity.
The existing functions of the park, like the stadium and
the observation wheel have to be preserved and further
developed. Apart from that, the park offers many opportunities for development and investment due to its location close to the port and the beach. A well-organized
process for investment, development and maintenance
that would incorporate all stakeholders was identified as
a necessary aspect.
The many people (mostly locals) who use the park provide the critical mass for development. One aspect that
needs improvement is the lack of tourists visiting the

Figure 27: the Shevchenko park in Odessa, wild greenery in the middle of the city. © Volkmar Pamer

park; social research will be necessary to learn more
about their needs. A lack of sports facilities available for
daily use was also identified as a concern. This might be
caused by the need for better connections with the
beach and other sport areas and the fact that sport activities are not particularly popular among the inhabitants
of Odessa.
In terms of connectivity, it was considered important to
strengthen and improve a visual connection to the port
by creating a clear view towards the port and the Black

Sea and by re-arranging the slope. Port authorities will
need to be involved in the process of shaping the park in
order to provide thematic tours for the inhabitants and to
improve the quality of the park. Apart from that, the connection to the city centre has to be re-designed and enhanced – especially towards the Primorsky Boulevard –
to use the park as a transit route for cyclists and
pedestrians from the city centre to the sea. This could be
further improved by good signage and an information
system.
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A vision that focused on developing quiet and active
zones for rest, leisure and nature was compiled for the
park. Playgrounds for children, Wi-Fi areas and facilities
for climbing, skating and biking were among the recommended functions.

Figure 28: potential for improvement of park amenities. © Volkmar Pamer

Furthermore, small local events (such as competitions for
children or open air exhibitions) were recommended for
large spaces, in order to attract enterprises, which can
rent parts of the park and then take care of their maintenance. A park promotion expert should also be responsible for events and involve relevant stakeholders from
the city, including the consulates of China and Poland. It
will therefore be necessary to create a list of stakeholders
who will need to formulate clear steps for the transformation process.

The CUPA participants recommended attracting private
investors, for example for the expansion of the amusement park, in order to promote the spatial development
of Shevchenko Park. Development opportunities are also
given with regard to housing, offices and retail spaces,
but the development and maintenance of green functions might also be an option for investors. Connecting
the responsibility for development and maintenance of
the green functions to a building permit or land sell contract was also recommended in order to win investors.

Victory Park
The identity of Victory Park is based on plants and birdlife;
a critical mass of park users can be ensured due to the
high-rise apartment buildings surrounding the park. Yet,
maintenance of the park and the lake is reduced to a
minimum. Another problem is the lack of connectivity,
which is caused by a blocked view and a missing guide
system. The park also does not have a detailed master
plan or a matching maintenance plan.
In general, the park is in good condition; it needs to be
renovated with proper exploitation and a well-balanced
budget in mind, i.e. a good promotion and marketing
plan is necessary. The CUPA participants recommended
creating new park entrances and a network of paths with
well-designed public lighting.
The available food establishments and the amount of attractive playgrounds should also be improved, as does
access to the lake; the large lawns need to be established as open spaces for relaxing, playing and picnicking. The concrete structures on the edges of the park
could be used for exhibitions or fairs. Additionally, the
creation of sporting grounds, an open-air gallery and a
cosmonauts’ path to celebrate astronauts were recommended.
All in all, the CUPA participants pointed out the necessity
to concentrate on organisational and technical innovations in order to improve Victory Park. A concept similar
to the Amsterdam Vondelpark Foundation was recommended to promote, develop and safeguard the quality
of the park. This Victory Park foundation would have to
create a long-term vision for the park with short-term
maintenance goals, including a master plan and a business model. The promotion of the park and the organisation of sponsorships and park events will also be a task.

Figure 29: the CUPA-IL group at work.
© Volkmar Pamer

Figure 30: suggestions for measures to render the
Victory Park more friendly. © Volkmar Pamer
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Figure 31 and 32: one year later: first recommendations implemented.
© Volkmar Pamer

The board of the foundation needs to consist of persons
with influence, e.g. the mayor of Odessa and celebrities,
who become ambassadors of the park. The board can
be supported by an external or internal group of advisors,
including designers, entrepreneurs or ecological experts.
A step-by-step programme divided the park into zones
based on their specific identity, which will be formed by
events and active care. The programme also includes an
annual event calendar, which presents possible event
opportunities for the park.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
At the end of the IL, it was not clear whether the recommendations would be taken into consideration or not.
There was a kind of reluctance to accept any kind of

change, especially by the older participants. To the surprise of everyone, this impression was completely wrong.
A year after the IL, Markus McDowell and Volkmar Pamer
were invited to perform an evaluation visit. Based on the
recommendations, the city had started to clean up
Shevchenko Park, taking out the underwood, clearing
the views and making its overall appearance more safe
and friendly. Some of the footpaths had been newly
paved, lighting had been improved and the general image of the park had changed dramatically. There have
also been efforts to gain control over the stray dog population by sterilization and not by killing them.
No information is available concerning what has become
of the area since the outbreak of the crisis and on whether the endeavours to improve the situation have continued.
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FACTBOX
Zagreb, Croatia
2–5 July 2013
Venue re-activation

CUPA Workshop | Zagreb
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The CUPA workshop in Zagreb focused on the Zagreb
Fair, which was set up in 1909 to be the venue of an international trade exhibition. The Fair was first extended in
the 1950s and the period of growth continued until the
1980s. Due to the industrial fragmentation and demolition caused by the Balkan Wars, the fairground is now
split up among a number of exploitation organisations
that are all owned by the municipality. Former pavilions
now function as a television studio, an ice skating hall,
and a tennis court, or accommodate field and roller
hockey clubs.
The trade fairground is located at the border of the districts New Zagreb-West and New Zagreb-East, which
are defined by a diverse socio-economic, functional and
morphological structure. It ranges from family houses
and an irregular street structure in the west to a regular
grid of short streets and new housing constructions in the
north. The banks of the Sava River, the football field and
the hippodrome in the north and northeast form green
recreational areas and sports facilities. The Zagreb Fair is
owned by the City of Zagreb and it hosts 90% of trade fair
activities in the country and is therefore considered the
“gateway to the Croatian economy” and is renowned for
its contacts to non-member countries in SEE.
On the other hand, the competitiveness between the
Zagreb Fair and other trade fairs in the region, as well as
a lack of modernisation, can be seen as major challenges
for the area. Investments aimed at achieving the necessary competitive criteria are therefore relevant. Also, the
Fair is detached from the city due to its relative distance
from public transport stations and the fences that surround the complex. Nevertheless, the location is considered a valuable resource for the Zagreb Fair due to existing roads, accessibility and route connectivity.
Questions
Based on the overall uncertainty of the development of
the Zagreb Fair, the City of Zagreb was happy to deploy

STAKEHOLDER:
City of Zagreb, Zagreb Fair organisation
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
location branding, transport management,
activity concepts

CUPA’s format and its six considerations for identifying
the site’s future potentials. The questions asked included:
1. How to develop the (new) recognisability and (new)
identity of the Zagreb Fair and what to base it on?
2. How to provide sufficient critical mass for the existing
and new trade fair activities?
3. How to use and promote the considerable architectural and urban heritage?
4. Which functions can be combined at the Zagreb fairgrounds that may become new attractions for developers, city residents and other users?
5. How could the Zagreb fairgrounds be renovated and
maintained without using the additional budget of the
City of Zagreb?
OUTPUT
The CUPA workshop suggests building on the rich history of Zagreb and the Fair in particular, to renew old spirit
and to revitalize the grounds by bringing innovative business to the area.
The new spirit has to be made visible and tangible. Important changes have been taking place in Croatia (joining the EU in 2013); hence, one focus needs to be making Zagrebians curious and interested in the Fair and its
local and international importance.
One option for doing so might be removing all the fences
and opening the area to the local people. This is possible, because only a small part of the Fair area is still used
as a fair. Hence that smaller part of the fairgrounds that

Figure 33: one of the exhibition halls under monument protection of Zagreb fair. © Volkmar Pamer

can still be used one of the exhibition halls under monument protection of Zagreb fair.
It was recommended to lessen the burden of the Zagreb
Fair organisation by rescaling and diminishing the area of
the Fair and splitting up the area and opening it up for
incubation and alternative use initiatives, which would
also imply a downscaling of the Fair organisation. In the
short term, it is also important to make the fairgrounds
attractive to young people for starting their business
there. An absolutely crucial necessity for accomplishing
this is high-speed Internet connection and free Wi-Fi. ICT
and other companies should be invited to bring highspeed Internet to the area and make it accessible for
people working there. Young people who are starting
their entrepreneurial activities should be provided access

to this historical marketplace, to enable them to connect
to the world and worldwide exchange. EU funding should
be available for such start-ups. The so-called MINGO
office system, offering office space to young people
at a low flat rate is a good option with an incubator function.
A medium range commitment of the current users could
favour investing in higher quality amenities. Once this
short-term process takes off, it could provide a visible
sign that would help sustain this process. A foot and bicycle (low budget) bridge connecting the university lane
to the fairgrounds – and, in doing so, connecting the
bright and promising youth and their entrepreneurial ambitions to the fairground – could be constructed to symbolize this new entrepreneurial spirit.
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Figure 34: another exhibition hall of Zagreb fair.
© Volkmar Pamer

Several recommendations have been compiled, taking
into account the long-term perspectives of the Fair:
n E
 xamination of the protected pavilions. Due to the fact
that some of the pavilions are not in a good shape, it is
necessary to examine, whether it is possible to renovate and reuse them or whether conservation is sufficient to keep the buildings up.
n O
 ne of the most important goals is to set up a good
public transport system, to connect Novi Zagreb with
the old city centre. At the moment, the area is car
dominated and not easy to access by public transport.
Although more or less within visibility from the Zagreb
city centre, it takes a lot of time to travel from the city
centre to the fairgrounds and vice versa.
n O
 nce it is finished, the South East European Centre for
Entrepreneurial Learning (SEECEL) located east of the
fairgrounds will become an impact point for the entire
area and can help revive it. This means that SEECEL
has to be taken into consideration throughout the en-

n

tire planning process of all future developments to ensure full integration into the complex.
The creation of a green leisure area as an addition to
Bundek Park on the opposite side of the road is an
easy task. It includes opening the fairgrounds up in order to connect them to the Sava River, meaning that
fences have to be taken down to make the space accessible. People should take over the area as an informal and creative spot. As there is enough greenery
already, the area could be transformed into a leisure
zone that forms part of an easy-going Zagreb with little
effort.
A focus on sports seems to be the logical next step
after the development of the green and informal space.
The area already provides opportunities for activities
like skating, cart races or tennis. Enhancing such
sportive goings-on helps bring additional function and
life to the area step by step and in an informal way.
It is essential to create a good network of pedestrian
and bike trails to connect the area with the surrounding city fabric. The construction of a bike/pedestrian
bridge over the Sava River would help link the new development with older Zagreb and especially with the
campus of Zagreb University. The bridge itself could
potentially become a kind of landmark – bridges often
help make places distinctive. Building an idiosyncratic
piece of architecture adds a gem to the city.

Three main principles have been recommended for these
purposes by the participants of the CUPA workshop to
help move development from the problem analysis and
decision-making phase to an implantation scheme that
would be spread over several years.
n Political responsibility is at the hands of the top of the
city’s government – the mayor. In terms of overall economic prosperity, development of the Zagreb Fair
shows sufficient power to boost political verve.
n Operational steering and elaboration of the process
is delegated to an appointed project leader who acts
as an intermediary between the city government and

n

the respective executive forces of all other stakeholders.
T
 he entire process must follow a critical distinction between steering on headlines and operational elaboration into various sub-plans and phases. The first is the
domain of top-level politics, i.e. the mayor, while the
other falls under the jurisdiction of the project leader,
who will only report to the mayor on the basis of a univocal task description.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The CUPA workshop was considered very successful by
the City of Zagreb. Its outcomes were seen as a valuable
contribution to further elaborations on the complex revitalisation of the Zagreb Fair area and the facilities with regard to current city procedures and proposals for their
improvement.
Activities on the Zagreb Fair strategic project intensified
immediately after the workshop, especially during 2014.
The City Office for Strategic Planning and Development
organized a workshop in September that year, after having received proposals from the potential users, Zagreb
Holding and other city administrative bodies. Several
concepts for the transformation of the Zagreb Fair area
and its functions were formulated based on previously
explored transformation options. The input presented at
the Zagreb CUPA workshop was exceptionally valuable.
Also in the academic year 2014/2015, the students of the
Faculty of Architecture at the University of Zagreb focused on the programme concept, the functional research and the design of the Zagreb central city area,
including the Zagreb Fair area in on of their urban workshop courses.
In the spring of 2015, the intensive cooperation and consultations between the research team from the Faculty of
Architecture at the University of Zagreb and the expert
team from the City Office for Strategic Planning and Development resulted in the study “The Zagreb Fair City
Strategic Project Guidelines and Facilities Programme”,

Figure 35: the CUPA-IL group at work.
© Volkmar Pamer

elaborating the results of the CUPA workshop in more
detail and creating a document prescribed by the city’s
strategic project implementation procedures. The study
is based on the analysis of the former Zagreb Fair spatial
development, role and functions, current development
problems and needs, successful examples of similar
cases worldwide (some of them elaborated during the
Zagreb CUPA workshop), previously considered development and revitalization concepts and the suggestions
resulting from the Zagreb CUPA workshop. It proposes
strategic guidelines for possible transformation concepts
and for a facilities programme, as well as for the management and workflow of activities for the city’s strategic
project for the Zagreb Fair. In this way, the study is also a
model for the consideration and implementation of the
city’s strategic projects in general.
In order to promote the activities and to initiate public
consultation, an exhibition, which was prepared on the
basis of the study, was opened in ZgForum (premises
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Figure 36: after the CUPA-IL works
on the revitalization of the fair continue.
© City of Zagreb
serving for public communication purposes) in early
May 2015. The exhibition, organised by the City Office
for Strategic Planning and Development, is conceived
to present three groups of topics:
n T he city’s strategic project for the Zagreb Fair, presenting the current situation, vision and strategic goals, as
well as guidelines and a transformation concept and
facilities programme;
n T he Zagreb Fair, presenting historical and spatial development, plans, architectural competitions as well as
possible models and examples of transformation (this
topic group also presents the Zagreb CUPA workshop
outcomes);
n T he works of the students of the Faculty of Architecture.
A questionnaire that functions as an incentive for visitor
feedback is also an integral part of the exhibition.
The extensive public consultation and the on-going exhibition will be followed by the preparation of the public
architectural urban competition programme, which
would also form the basis for looking into opportunities
and preparing proposals for applications for EU funds.
In addition to the core activities concentrated on the development of the city’s strategic project for the Zagreb
Fair carried out during the period after the Zagreb CUPA
workshop, the City Office for Strategic Planning and Development has continued to promote the CUPA project
and the outcomes of the workshop through various mediums, e.g. a number of reports including the mayor’s
activities’ report 07-12_2013 (submitted to the Zagreb
City Assembly); at the Zagreb exhibition Stadtbauen –
Beispiele für und aus Wien (opened 3 October, 2013);
recently (in April 2015) at a seminar at the EU SINERGY
project in Lisbon, where the project Zagreb Fair – Innovative City Centre was presented as a case study.
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Bra şov, Romania
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The workshop in Braşov focused on positioning the Poiana Braşov mountain area as an attractive and complete
village over the course of a year, taking into account
physical activities and relaxation. As the skiing season
becomes shorter due to climate change, the hospitality
industry of Poiana Braşov needs to rethink and reinvent
itself in order to be able to compete with other leisure
areas. However, one problem that needs to be overcome
in this context is the intention of the local and regional
government to enforce established monopolies instead
of supporting small and medium local enterprises (SMEs).
At the moment, the number of tourists varies depending
on the seasons, with peaks during winter and mid-summer weekends.
It is worth mentioning that there are a lot of tourist attractions, including the historic centre of Braşov with the famous Black Church, the Bran Castle (also known as
Dracula’s castle), the Râşnov castle, various fortified
churches, the Braşov Fortress, the ski resorts of Predeal
and Sinaia, etc. all within a radius of 20–30 km of Poiana
Braşov.
Questions
Together with the Danubian Greenhouse Foundation, the
main challenges for the sustainable development of the
Poiana Braşov resort were defined as follows:
n D
 efining (or re-defining) the tourist related development
potential of the Poiana Braşov resort for a long-term
strategy;
n T
 ackling the specific problems and opportunities that
arise from the vicinity of a major city and its surrounding urban functional area;
n A
 ssessing the need to improve accessibility (the resort
is accessible by two mountain roads, one of which
starts from the centre of the city of Braşov, while the
limited parking space generates traffic congestion and
difficulty getting around in the resort);

STAKEHOLDER:
tourism development agency, City of Braşov,
chamber of commerce
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
location branding, diversification of tourist
attractions

n

n

Providing a diverse portfolio of services and tourist
attractions to visitors all year around;
Providing the infrastructural prerequisites necessary
for increasing the rate of occupancy for all the hotels
and guesthouses in the resort throughout the year.

OUTPUT
Given the structure of the area, the participants of the
CUPA workshop came to the conclusion that it is necessary to transform the mono-functional area of Poiana
Braşov into a multi-seasonal recreational area. Music,
sports, leisure, wellness, business and health are different approaches that have to be considered in order to
assess the various possibilities of the area, focussing on
local SMEs. A unique selling proposition and specific target groups in terms of age and lifestyle needed to be
identified. Poiana Braşov was labelled as an area offering
perfect conditions for revitalization and sporting facilities,
as it is family friendly and allows visitors to go back to the
roots of the area and Romanian culture. Apart from that,
health, business and the area’s function as a gate to
Transylvania are among the site’s other identities. In order
to face new environmental challenges, such as a decrease of snow, the area will have to focus more on nature and outdoor activities that have a low environmental
impact. As such, locals, business people and sportive
tourists were identified as the main target groups.
A marketing strategy focusing on emotional branding, local food and landmarks, but also on public events and

Figure 37: central area in Poiana Braşov. © Volkmar Pamer

festivals was recommended as the next step in the transformation process. Other principles for development include respecting nature, collaboration and mutual support within the region and taking into account climate
change and the changing mentality towards traditional
winter tourism. A Braşov City Card for public transport,
ski lift access, discounts and public Wi-Fi connection
were also considered as opportunities for monitoring visitors and providing them with extra services.
For the implementation process, the participants of the
CUPA workshop suggested investing in quality facilities
and educational programmes for tourism in cooperation
with local universities and involving the Poiana Develop-

ment Company as the steering body. Also, the main
stakeholders, such as citizens, hospitality companies
and tourism facilities, have to be involved. A plan of action is necessary for creating a collective vision to develop Poiana Braşov by identifying common goals and
shared values. The implementation will be overseen by
the newly founded Poiana Braşov Development Company in cooperation with a cluster of tourism organisations.
A possible timetable for initial actions has been developed, including the launch of the Brasov City Card including various cultural offers as a combined package.
Apart from that, the Development Company will be responsible for creating a vision for the overall area, formu-

Figure 38: hotel in Poiana Braşov. © Volkmar Pamer

lating target groups, marketing and branding the area,
organizing and maintaining a dynamic platform for visitors, stimulating local entrepreneurships and taking care
of common financial matters. The platform should help
increase the variety of entrepreneurs at Poiana and facilitate the exchange of know-how between entrepreneurs
in the hospitality industry. This could be achieved by
developing a cluster and setting up a SME association.
Local entrepreneurs and EU partners could provide

Figure 39: Braşov, embedded in the Carpathian mountains. © Vincent Neumayer

coaching in order to attract EU players and facilitate
start-up activities.
Funding will be needed from both private and EU (structural) funds. Poiana Braşov has the potential to become
a fully self-sustainable area that is attractive to entrepreneurs and larger companies, meaning that private funds
are an important factor for financing the Poiana Development Company. Additionally, Braşov can claim EU funds
for integrated urban development through the Regional

Operational Programme. As for spatial development, two
main aspects stand out: the spatial facilitation of the
year-round sports facilities and the improvement of the
spatial quality of the already developed area of Poiana
Braşov. It is especially important to develop sports facilities and leisure the infrastructure for hiking and mountain
biking in conjunction with necessary basic facilities, such
as camping sites and an infrastructure for children. Furthermore, the quality of the existing infrastructure needs

to be improved. Banning cars from the central area of
Poiana was also recommended; instead, a car park facility will be built at the border of the resort and the bus
system within the area will be improved in order to provide access to visitors and enable them to transport
sports equipment, e.g. bikes. The concept of a shared
space was also discussed. This reconfiguration of the
transport system enables Poiana Braşov to redevelop
the public space in the area by creating a central starting
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and meeting point for different leisure and outdoor activities. Barbecue places and playgrounds for children
would be another option for the public spaces at Poiana.
All in all, Poiana should become what its name literally
means – a clearing, not a huge parking ground.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Figure 40: the project team at work. © Volkmar Pamer

Figure 41: suggested additional leisure time activities
for Poiana Braşov. © CUPA IL team Braşov

Due to the fact that the CUPA Implementation Lab in
Braşov and Poiana Braşov concluded at the end of 2014,
its impact is not yet apparent. The rather short period of
time between the conclusion of the workshop and the
publication of this documentation limits the amount of
potential progression of the tourist resort at Poiana
Braşov to just a few initial measures.
The bike park project that was among the many proposals presented at the CUPA workshop has been initiated
by a private company that coordinates the construction
of the sports facility and is engaged in the future operation of the park. The initiative can refer to an extremely
active biking scene in and around Braşov, which is eager
to develop the area in order to promote mountain, downhill, BMX and other off-road biking sports. The local
scene has already constructed a hand-made pump
track.
In addition to the bike facilities, the car park at the border
of the resort continues to be the only other project under
construction. The project was already under construction at the time of the CUPA-IL.
Current circumstances do not favour other more substantial developments that would enable quick progress.
Due to the on-going investigations concerning the current project for the rehabilitation of the Poiana Braşov ski
resort that was co-funded with European funds, all other
developments in Poiana Braşov are now on stand-by.
Until the matter is clarified, further public efforts to support private initiatives for a progressive tourist resort
as well as public projects for improving the spatial quality of the place are on hold until these issues are sorted
out.
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FACTBOX
Tartu, Estonia
4–6 June 2015
Riverfront development, urban connectivity solutions, city branding
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The problem statement regards the physical barrier in
Tartu formed by the river Emajõgi. Although the sides of
the river are connected by 5 bridges in quite close proximity, there seems to be a need to add one or more
bridges, especially for pedestrians and bikers. Tartu offers the perfect urban biking setting that is embraced by
the student population. Thus, the problem statements
introduced were the following: how to improve pedestrian and biking permeability between the two riverbanks?
Which development opportunities are at hand on the riverbanks? The development of the new city centre master
plan enables substantial development opportunities near
the river. The question whether an additional pedestrian
bridge would be necessary to accommodate and shorten walking and biking distances was presented. Furthermore, what should be the location of such a new bridge?
According to the draft version of the master plan, the
density along the riverbanks is expected to rise. The expected increase in the number of residents along the river might potentially create the need for additional crossings over the river.
The river is perceived as a barrier, but it can also be seen
as an opportunity to make the urban living space more
human friendly and attractive. A question that can and
should be linked to pedestrian accessibility is how to activate the riverbanks and open them up to the public.
There are several development solutions available for the
area.
Observations made during the visit to the site made in
preparation for the CUPA workshop in Tartu triggered the
discussion and raised questions about the need for additional pedestrian bridges in an area where bridge density
was already high.
The issue of how to connect the new Estonian National
Museum (ERM) – that is expected to attract great numbers of visitors in all seasons and that is also connected
to the barrier/connectivity question – became evident

STAKEHOLDER:
city administration, federal museum management, University of Tartu, surrounding municipalities of Tartu
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
zoning, start-up and research promotion,
green area planning, open space planning, city
branding

during the preparations and appeared to be rather urgent
and not particularly well developed at the time of the visit. This museum is currently under construction and is
only about 2 km from the city centre. The street that connects the Estonian National Museum to the city centre
most directly is unsuitable for this direct axis.
Questions
The problem statement was formulated before the CUPA
workshop as follows:
How to improve the connectivity between the Estonian
National Museum (ERM) and the city centre in a way that
contributes to the quality of the space around the riverbanks and the quality of the public spaces between Raadi and Raekoja Square?

Figure 42: the construction site of the Estonian National Museum (Eesti Rahva Muuseum-ERM).
© Volkmar Pamer

OUTPUT
Within two and a half days, the CUPA-IL participation
group visited the sites of special interest, elaborated suggestions and recommendations, and presented advice
and ideas to the public and political representatives of
the City of Tartu.
The recommendations for the formulated challenges are
separated into two fields: (1) the strategic and planning
related development of Roosi Street, which connects the
riverfront and the river park (city centre) with the ERM,
and (2) the question of how to improve the riverfront and

the bridges connecting the inner city districts/city centre
with the ERM.
The CUPA project team together with the local experts
and participants proposed three levels of cooperation for
the development of field (1):
1. The strategic level;
2. The economic level;
3. The society level.
Three surrounding parishes and neighbouring towns in
the Tartu area are the key stakeholders on the gover-

nance level. They can and will also benefit from the popularity of the museum during the first year following its
opening, provided the areas share mutual trust and the
goal of putting Estonia on the cultural map of Europe.
The new ERM makes aligning plans, challenges and issues a tangible opportunity, which should not be ignored.
Using the mutual goals to strengthen the entire metropolitan area might help make the region sustainable. In that
respect, if Tartu is to be successful, it is essential to bind
the international level with the local from the very start of
ERM’s operations.
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Figure 43: Roosi street connects the ERM with the city
centre. © Volkmar Pamer

On the economic level, the Implementation Lab suggests
a three-step plan.
STEP 1. Organize one-on-one interviews between the
key stakeholder and the representatives of the Tartu
business landscape, in order to formulate future visions
for Tartu.
STEP 2. Set up an economic board for Tartu, chaired by
an independent Estonian.
STEP 3. Set up common goals within the economic
board with regard to innovation, data, economy, culture,
sustainability, mobility and health.
It is of key importance to facilitate and stimulate bottom-up initiatives on several levels of society to guarantee the success of the Roosi Street development. It is
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necessary to determine the various target groups and
how they can be a part of the development of the town
by expressing their pride in the city and their living environment. Here, the participants mainly talked about the
Tartu community, students, children and visitors. Examples for pilot activities on this level could be My Tartu
Journey – an online competition on the international, national and local scale that uses GPS to depict pictures
and stories of people’s daily lives and also their extraordinary approaches to Tartu. The Tartu museum pass and
tour is a combined offer that includes discount for using
several of the cultural experiences offered by the city. Experience Estonian lifestyle in real time – officially coordinated actions to promote sharing resources (e.g. couch
surfing, bike sharing etc.) to connect visitors from abroad
to local culture.
(2) The smaller scale area of intervention is the urban part
of Raekoja (Town Hall) Square facing the river and park
(Ülejõe Park) area northeast of it, i.e. the river crossing
and its adjacent surroundings. The CUPA participants
would highly recommend extending Raekoja Square to
the river and letting the street (Vabaduse puiestee) cross
the pedestrian zone and not vice versa. There is a misbalance in the pedestrian-car relationship in this crossing
zone. The current arc bridge (Kaarsild) – despite the
emotional bonds people have to this piece of architecture
– needs to be replaced in order to extend the Town Hall
Square to the other side of the river to function as an
entrée to the housing areas east of the river. The participants see a good chance for elaborating the urban quality by framing Narva Street with 4–5 floor buildings, which
would simultaneously help shape the park as well. Clearly the CUPA workshop considers the park, not the river,
as the dividing urban feature. Combined with the development of Narva Street, the more function-oriented differentiation of the park would improve the quality of the
region.
Currently, the park is mere greenery without clear function. Modest but clear landmarks both in front of the
bridge (Kaarsild) on the left bank of Emajõgi River and at

Figure 44: the derelicted arch bridge over the river
Emajõgi. © Volkmar Pamer

Figure 45: view from town hall square to the arch
bridge. © Volkmar Pamer

the entrance of Roosi Street could form a mentally connecting feature to lead the way toward ERM. The Narva
and Roosi Street crossing is subject to traffic calming
measures. A short but efficient electric bus line connecting Tartu Kaubamaja, Narva Street, Roosi Street, ERM
and Peetri Church would support the urban redesign of
Ülejõe Park and its surroundings. This would also be a
statement that Tartu is on track to becoming a sustainable climate-proof city.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
AND THE CUPA TEAM’S REMARKS
Despite the very short period between the actual
CUPA-IL in Tartu, Estonia and the first evaluation of developments, some topics discussed during the workshop will have influence on the overall future of master
planning in Tartu.

Figure 46: Ülejõe park between the city centre and
districts east to the river. © Volkmar Pamer
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Figure 47: the CUPA-IL team at work.
© Volkmar Pamer
n

Figure 48: recommendations for altered land use
around the arch bridge and Ülejõe park.
© the CUPA-IL team

The Tartu Urban Planning Department is removing one
of the perspective bridges from the city centre master
plan that is being developed.
In the future, a new pedestrian and cycling friendly
bridge is going to replace the arc bridge.
Building in the park along the river is rather complicated because the green area is part of the green corridor
on the county level. This topic is probably going to be
discussed once the city goes public with the city centre master plan. Considerable discussion can be expected.
The city added wider pedestrian routes along Roosi
Street to the city centre master plan, as an important
connection to the Estonian National Museum. This
plan supplements developments already in elaboration
at the time of the CUPA-IL.

After the Implementation Lab in Tartu, the CUPA participants from Austria spent the weekend in Tallinn and analysed the situation there while keeping in mind the Tartu
context. The result was quite interesting for the visitors.
Tartu is different from Tallinn, and that is an asset. The
core area of Tartu and its nearby region includes a larger
number of important functions, primarily the different faculties of the University of Tartu, which are crucial for the
city as a whole because of the fact that they are located
within the city. Even if it is not quite state of the art when
it comes to shopping malls and drawing people from the
most inner parts of a city, the shopping malls in Tartu
(Tartu Kaubamaja, Tasku etc.) are still close enough to
the centre to provide a critical mass of people to serve
the different functions.
This interweaving of different features embedded in the
fabric of the city probably makes Tartu more attractive to
people as a work and living environment. Tartu has museums, but it is not a museum overrun by hordes of tourists as might be the impression in Tallinn. The professional visitors from the outside feel that this is a USP that
should be communicated intensively and cultivated carefully to foster a prosperous Tartu inner city in the future.
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FACTBOX
Gdańsk, Poland
9 –11 December 2015
Public space quality, university
campus development, calming of
road space
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Status Quo
The area under consideration for the CUPA-IL in Gdańsk,
Poland is located in the Oliwa district – the northernmost
part of Gdańsk – embedded in the heart of the Tricity
between Sopot and Gdańsk city centre.
The area was rural before the Second World War. The
name of the nearby Polanki Street, which means “meadow”, is a clear indication of this. The main rail line,
Gdańsk–Sopot–Gdynia, has been operating since 1870,
connecting all three cities and also the site. An additional public transport service, Kokoszkowska Rail, started
operating shortly after. The tramline along Wita Stwosza
Street in the west of the site was opened in the beginning
of the 20th century.
As far as heritage sites are concerned, the several courts
and their remains in the valleys of Tricity Landscape Park
(along the north–south stretch at the foot of the upper
terraces) are currently under protection. The entertainment and sports arena, Olivia Hall, was erected at the
crossroads of Bażyńskiego Street and Grunwaldzka Alley in the 1960s as the result of an architectural design
competition. The arena became famous when it became
the seat of the first historic Solidarity Congress (Solidarność). The arena was also the first location of the International Gdańsk Trade SA in the early 90s.
Nowadays, the area faces fast and largely investor-driven
development that can be credited to the arena’s excellent
location between Gdańsk and Sopot and its well-configured connectivity via public transport. Taking these
factors into account, relocating and bringing together
the institutions and faculties of the University of Gdańsk
at the site, which was reopened in 2006 with the opening of the first new building that houses the library and
learning centre seems to have been a good decision.
Before that, some of the faculties, e.g. IT and physics,
as well as some of the university’s additional services,
had already been established at the site in the 1970s.

STAKEHOLDER:
city administration, politicians, university of
Gdańsk, monument protection, city development
office Gdansk
FIELDS OF MEASURE:
planning process design, land use planning,
vision making, public space design

Nowadays, the following important structures are located at the site: The Olivia Business Centre, which is expanding its facilities while also extending interior spaces;
n Congress Hall Olivia (under monument protection),
which was once the pride of the city but is now struggling with competitive new sports and entertainment
facilities spread out in the metropolitan area;
n T he Przymorze campus of the University of Gdańsk,
which is the largest university in northern Poland and
constitutes as one of the main drivers for development
in the entire area;
n T he Alchemia office and service centre of the company
Torus;
n As well as three hypermarkets, a number of smaller
commercial and service centres, gas stations, Bimet
(a production company), a neglected recreational area,
and an orphanage.
Grunwaldzka Avenue, which is part of the MIV transport
route that is important on the metropolitan level, occupies a large area in the eastern parts of the site. There are
off-road parking lots situated along the avenue to service
the office parks, the campus and the retail companies.
Questions
The main challenge for the City of Gdańsk is to propose
transformations that would make Grunwaldzka Avenue
a good, safe and vibrant public space embedded in a
well-functioning and mixed-use district. The CUPA-IL
serves as an idea generator and door opener for ideas

for developing a striving campus in a purely urban space.
The workshop also discussed opportunities for getting
rid of the functional and spatial separation caused by the
belt between the areas occupied by the buildings of the
University of Gdańsk and Grunwaldzka Avenue.
The following questions were highlighted as primary for
the CUPA-IL:
n W
 hat are the key elements of increasing the quality and
identity of not only the public spaces but also the entire
area as such?
n W
 hich new spatial features should be planned, and
what should be avoided in future plans?
n How to form spatial relationships and nodal elements,
while taking advantage of existing strengths and providing planned solutions?
n Which parameters need to be taken into account for
the formulation of criteria for future spatial planning related decisions?
n How to exploit the potential of the area in constructing
a new Oliwa centre?
OUTPUT
Common Narrative
The analysis of the Tricity’s long-term development indicated that demography, education, economy and mobility are to be considered primary in developing a successful long-term strategy for 2045. The population is
decreasing due to a tendency towards having only one
child and due to out-migration, caused by the changing
employment market. The number of elderly people, on
the other hand, is increasing.
The number of Polish students will decrease at the university level, making it important to attract international
students by providing them with language courses and
housing possibilities. Students and lecturers from East
Asia are an especially important target group. To improve
the international reputation of the Gdańsk workforce, Polish students need to be prepared for an international career with the help of foreign language classes. Gdańsk

Figure 49: fences dominate the spatial structure of the
campus area. © Volkmar Pamer

has become a knowledge-based economy; there is a network of small and medium-sized companies that design
and create spare parts for machines but depend on large
international companies. Furthermore, it is necessary to
raise awareness in terms of mobility to reduce the large
amount of cars in use in the Tricity.
Given these developments, processes need to be implemented for the following 20 to 30 years to develop the
university campus into a science park or an innovative
urban district. The city and the university have to cooperate in order to change and improve the area’s functions,
openness and connectivity by rezoning the land in an
economically effective and sustainable way.
A new programme and spatial plan can only be successful
if the relevant actors share and endorse the same views
and are capable of intervening and making decisions regarding complementary programmes to support the development of a new type of urban campus. Therefore, it
is necessary to initiate a dialogue between the relevant
actors (a variety of Tricity and citywide stakeholders) that
represent a variety of the interests, opinions and preferences of the stakeholders and the Tricity’s citizens (e.g.
university students). The dialogue should be broad and
be led by independent thinkers, who bring in urbanistic
knowledge. An institutional framework for actions based
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on successful future developments and flexible solutions
is needed to make short-term decisions and guarantee
that the outcomes of the dialogue can be taken seriously.

Figure 50: user of the campus generate their own
(elephant) paths to walk. © Volkmar Pamer

Figure 51: hypermarkets and the university next to
each other. © Volkmar Pamer

Process Design
The CUPA workshop elaborated on process design in
order to come up with an institutional framework for implementing a common narrative for the Tricity. Process
design serves to link the common vision for the overall
development of the entire urban region and the conceptual plan for the Przymorze university campus site that
strives to improve the quality of the space.
Process design identifies two key stakeholders in shaping the campus during the upcoming 5 to 15 years – the
city mayor and the university rector. Those two main
stakeholders take the initiative in reaching a preliminary
agreement on the procedures to be followed for the development of a prosperous campus. The agreement includes a general perspective of the main strategic goals
and is operationalized in two phases – 0 to 5 years and 5
to 25 years. Both plans are evaluated every 4 to 5 years
to assess how well the set goals have been achieved and
how should the frameworks be altered to get back on
track with the long-term goals. The aforementioned activities will be accompanied by public relations and marketing activities. The actual design of the working level of the
preliminary agreement has been developed in more detail.
The development of the campus towards a thematic
cluster and intertwined work and research hub (e.g. in
the fields of biotechnology and language services) might
be supported by a development foundation sourced by
the city of Gdańsk and by the university from its direct
profits and revenues. The foundation is also responsible
for skimming off national and European funds. The overall administration of the foundation is conducted by the
university. The mandate granted to the city mayor and
the university rector by the city council and the university
board enables the two leading institutions to establish
a steering group that serves as an operational unit for
the implementation of clearly defined projects, e.g. net-

working support for researchers, overhaul of the land use
plan, mobility concepts for the campus, etc. A board of
stakeholders will be set up as an advisory group to serve
as a recommendation committee for the development of
the campus. The board comprises a number of organisations, e.g. the student union, Expo Gdańsk, the district
council, and the district’s major employers. The board of
stakeholders draws inspiration from another spatial development project in Gdańsk – Young City Gdańsk.
CONCEPTUAL PHYSICAL PLANNING
Taking into account the physical structure of the area,
the CUPA participants agreed on the necessity of renovating Hala Olivia during the first step of the plans in
order to maintain the hall as a major part of the identity of
the place. Tearing down the fences around the campus
and getting rid of the parking lots were also suggested.
The public spaces should be targeted at pedestrians,
not cars, and as such, the area needs to become more
pedestrian friendly. For this purpose, small, average and
larger sized squares should be created to allow for a
variety of activities and to support the use of the public
space with all senses.
The focus should be on activities and events to attract
people from the outside to spend time in the area – at any
time of the day and year. One suggestion was to erect a
Christmas tree and organize a Christmas market to bring
life to the area even during the coldest days of the year.
Fountains were also recommended as a pull factor.
In general, the CUPA participants supported the idea of
introducing more functions to the area in order to create
a mixed-use district (e.g. with more catering establishments). Apart from that, entrance and exit points were
suggested to overcome the amorphous character of the
place and to create “porosity” to facilitate the site’s integration into the neighbourhood. This can also be done
by adding more pedestrian crossings to Grunwaldska
and by downgrading the street, including implementing
a proper speed limit.

Figure 52: the CUPA-IL team at work.
© Volkmar Pamer

Figure 53: exemplary sketch of dozens of conceptual
sketches of the study case site. © Volkmar Pamer
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Thus, a recommendation was
made to structure the campus
area by implementing a strategic
pattern involving three elements:
1. The spine to function as a NW–
SE axis to ‘fix’ the quarter, i.e.
to make it tangible within the
urban fabric and to improve
connectivity between the key
elements (the business area in
the north, Olivia Hall, the main
entrance, faculties, squares,
places of common usage and
activities, the library, etc.);
2. 
The ribs that form essential
secondary connections, defining the entry and exit points
that interweave the campus
with the surrounding mesh
and make the area permeable;
3. T
 he anchors, i.e. the main
points of attraction and activity attached to the spine and
the focal points – Hala Olivia,
the library, the main entrance
area and the different squares.
Figure 54: the first design of a process structure for a
preliminary agreement between the City of Gdańsk and
the University of Gdańsk. © the CUPA-IL team

Businesses and the university should work together and
a dialogue should be initiated with the people and the
NGOs to improve acceptance and involvement within
the area. This would enable creating a third centre for
Gdańsk – with good, sustainable design, unique architecture and well-designed and orchestrated short, middle and long-term development.

Other recommendations regarding the physical structure
of the area cover a transition from motorized individual
transport towards public and non-motorized transport
by improving the system of bus and tram stops along
the new lines in the southern parts of the area and by
introducing bike parks. Pedestrian access along Grundwaldska must also be improved by creating better and
easier street crossings (e.g. an underpass at Ulica Kołobrzeska) and changing the traffic light patterns to give
priority to the people and not to the cars. A welcoming
arch was also suggested to replace the train bridge over
Grundwaldska.

Train bridge
to a welcoming arch

Renovation
Hala Olivia

Pedestrian-friendly
crossing

Entrance
area as campus
main gate
Fig. 50

Guiding system

Fig. 49
Fig. 51
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Epilogue
The chapter “city network DonauHanse” comes to an end with a twist. Several developments on
national, regional and macro regional level have surpassed the original ambitions of the programme
ideas and implementation plans, which have been pursued since 2003. Inspired by the European
Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region, the concept of macro regional strategies has been spread,
supported by European institutions and committed stakeholders. As a consequence countries and
regions in the Danube basin created the European Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR). Many
topics and networks were surpassed by the high level developments within the framework of the
EUSDR. The city network DonauHanse served in the beginning as a bridge between west and east
along the river Danube. In preparation of ten new membership states to the EU in 2004 and two
more in 2007 DonauHanse offered cities the possibilities to learn procedures and networks within the
established spectrum of European institutions and structures. By today all countries are well aware of
opportunities by and responsibilities for a common European urban agenda. With regard to this fact
the programme DonauHanse changes and becomes CapaCity. Together with this new alignment
CUPA-cooperative urban planning approaches will change too.
Challenges
Europe-wide and on global scale, too, urban agglomerations face severe challenges: intensified
urbanization including rising scarcity of resources, especially carbon based resources; climate
change impacts and climate change adaptions within and by the urban fabric; depopulation in
periphery regions and in small and medium sized cities; decoupling of energy consumption from
population and economic growth; creation of affordable, multifunctional and sufficient housing;
deployment of innovative technologies in the fields of water management, security, ICT, mobility,
energy, etc.; these topics are by far not the only relevant fields of measures, for which new concepts
for resource-efficient urban management are needed.
Especially cities under former Soviet influence need to speed up in taking an active role and facing
these challenges. The City of Vienna shows considerably positive reputation for the support to cities
all over Europe in order to render city development resilient and sustainable. For several years international interest in and respect for Viennese achievements in terms of urban development, waste,
water and energy management etc. has grown, which is clearly depicted by rising numbers of
delegations and specific thematic tourism to Vienna. The City of Vienna is willing and motivated to
meet this demand and expand its offers to interested international stakeholders.

Indeed CapaCity will facilitate as one stepstone among numerous offers for interested cities and
regions in Vienna solutions. It offers services for mutual know-how and knowledge transfer between
Vienna and other cities in SEE and CEE, but CapaCity will also follow up on visits and interest in
Vienna urban technologies and strategies. Together with other cities Vienna’s objective is to trigger
implementation projects which ought to be realized with support from cross-border and European
funds.
CapaCity Programme
The ambition of a transformed programme for inter-city know-how and knowledge exchange - from
DonauHanse towards CapaCity – is to operationalize overall objectives with help of definite workshops in CEE and SEE.
Thematic aspects of future CapaCity workshops will be extended from “purely” urban development
towards a broader thematic approach. Despite the variety of potential topics within the term urban
development (urban mobility, disaster prevention, housing, public space development etc.), CapaCity
will even further enlarge this spectrum. New aspects of municipality administration will fill up the
quiver of potential topics, i.e. waste treatment, district heating, animal welfare, innovation strategies,
urban logistics, etc.
Nevertheless CUPA continues as approved and well-tested format for working together on issues of
urban development. Within the framework of CapaCity CUPA symbolizes the paragon for successful
workshop design in order to work on topics which need broad participation and integration of local
and international stakeholders. For other topics in CapaCity the format of Implementation Lab might
be altered and adapted, sometimes even re-invented. Ultimately, CUPA will lose its prominent role
within the framework of DonauHanse as it used to be, but it will be accompanied by other workshop
formats with new prospect for city cooperation.
By the end of 2015 a first hold and looking back on achievements so far is sound and rewarding.
Accomplishments and drawbacks are clearly detected and plans for improvements become imminent. Starting from 2016 CUPA will continue under altered circumstances with equally strong ambitions in fostering exchange and friendship between European cities and regions.
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The CUPA
Core Team
in alphabetical order

Drs. H.A. (Huibert) Haccoû
Born: 1950 | Nationality: Dutch
Huibert Haccoû is an associate
professor at Saxion University for
Professional Education IJselland in
the city of Deventer in the Netherlands. He teaches urban and regional planning at the School for the
Built Environment. He is the founder
and principal consultant of HaccoûConsultancy and Associates based
in the Netherlands. He provides
consulting services to private and
public, local, regional and (inter)
national planning agencies. In this
capacity, he consults and implements the international program of
the Habiforum foundation aimed at
developing an international network
of expertise on multifunctional and
intensive land use. He initiated and
directed the Interreg IIIC Operation
MILUNET – an international expert
network on multifunctional and
intensive land use.

He is a member of the editorial board
of NOVA TERRA, a quarterly magazine on innovative use of space.
Trained as a political scientist and
economist, his career started in the
civil service. He acquired a broad
understanding of the larger context in
which growth and development planning occur in various functions at the
central, provincial and city government level. He crossed over to a
private consultancy and engineering
firm and was assigned to national
and international projects as a consultant for strategic public policymaking and as a process manager in the
field of spatial planning and the environment. In his recent academic
carrier he has focused on multifunctional and intensive land use issues,
conducted international workshops
and expert meetings, and edited and
contributed to several publications
on multifunctional and intensive land
use developments worldwide.
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Femke Haccoû
Born: 1981 | Nationality: Dutch
Femke Haccoû MSc (1981) received
her Bachelor’s degree in Spatial
Planning at Saxion University for
Professional Education in Deventer
and her Master’s degree in Landscape Architecture at Wageningen
University. After her Master’s thesis
on dynamic water urbanism, she
continued to be involved in research
on this rather new form of urbanism.
She stayed connected to Alterra (the
research centre at Wageningen University) to explore the possibilities of
water urbanism. In addition to doing
research, she worked at Vondel
Vastgoed (real estate) as a landscape designer. Combining research
and practice is something that is im-
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portant to Femke. Next to Haccoû
Consulting & Design BV, Femke also
works as a landscape architect at
the Department for Spatial Planning
for the City of Amsterdam. She
focuses the relatedness between
the levels of scales of spatial planning. Her current projects are:
n Research on metropolitan landscape – how does recreation
work in larger landscapes around
the city?
n Master plan and quality plan of a
new large recreational area, Tuinen van West. This area will combine urban agriculture with ecology and recreation.
n Design of a natural playground,
Jeugdland. The design of this
playground is based on re-using
green materials from parks and
stimulating children to exercise in
natural surroundings.

Design of floating lands along the
western side of Zeeburger Island
for an ecological connection
between the south and north side
of IJ River.
Femke participated in an internal
course at the City of Amsterdam
that deepened the Amsterdam
planning methodology from the
European scale to the street level.

n

Elsbeth van Hijlckama Vlieg
Born: 1948 | Nationality: Dutch
Elsbeth van Hijlckama Vlieg is a
social geographer and city planner
by profession. Her career started in
1975 with projects in Amsterdam,
namely the southeast suburban
extension of Bijlmermeer, and the
urban renewal of Spaarndammerbuurt, Sloterdijk, Zeeheldenbuurt
and the Timber Harbours. After that,
she spread her wings over a wider
area – she became the coordinator
of research for urban renewal and
public administration at the Dutch
Ministry of Public Housing, Physical
Planning and the Environment. She
worked as a director of the planning
development and infrastructure
sector at DHV Consulting Engineers,
and as director of Urban Development with the City of The Hague.

For more than 12 years she was
secretary general and chief executive officer of IFHP (International
Federation for Housing and Planning). As of 2006 Elsbeth acts as an
independent consultant for urban
development, specialised in intervision, management processes and
policy development. She is a
member of three advisory boards for
spatial planning and living quality
and three supervisory boards in the
housing and healthcare sectors.

Martijn Kramer
Born: 1972 | Nationality: Dutch
Martijn Kramer studied architecture
and construction engineering at
Delft University of Technology. Before joining IIUE in 1998, he was a
consultant at the National Information Agency on Schools and Teaching Accommodations. At IIUE, he
has conducted several national projects on sustainable housing and
urban planning. Now as a project
manager at IIUE, Martijn Kramer is
responsible for European projects
on the built environment. He initiates
and manages European (network)
projects in terms of content, finances and organization. During these
projects he has organised and facilitated a number of seminars, courses and workshops (European Awareness Scenario Workshops, Workshops on Indicators, Implementation
Lab’s etc.) in the Netherlands as well
as in other European countries.
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Markus McDowell
Born: 1983 | Nationality: Austrian
Markus McDowell studied spatial
planning at the Technical University
of Vienna, which he graduated in
2008 with the thesis Development of
Urban Entertainment Centres.
During the study, Markus deepened
his knowledge of environmental
assessment in a project with the aim
of elaborating the environmental
assessment of the main train station
in Vienna. In addition to his studies,
Markus McDowell has acquired
knowledge of district planning
during an internship in the responsible municipal department of the City
of Vienna. Markus McDowell was
employed by TINA VIENNA from
April 2009 until 2014.
At TINA VIENNA he was responsible
for the projects concerning urban
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development in the field of urban
technologies and tasks related to
the Danube. These include the DonauHanse city network, the working
group for transport and shipping of
the Working Community of the
Danube Regions and the Secretariat
of Corridor VII. Since 2014, he is
working as a team leader for the
programme Investing in Growth and
Jobs 2014–2020 organised by the
managing authority of the ERDF and
located at the ÖROK Geschäftsstelle.

Vincent Neumayer
Born: 1987 | Nationality: Austrian

Volkmar Pamer
Born: 1958 | Nationality: Austrian

Vincent Neumayer has degrees in
both management of environmental
and natural resources and regional
and spatial planning. He gained professional experience in social infrastructure planning for the National
Development Strategy of the Sultanate of Oman and in transport
planning and development, as well
as mobility and urban development
planning as a consultant to the City
of Vienna. His focus rests on project
and implementation oriented planning for improved living conditions
for citizens, including minimal environmental interference.
Besides the aforementioned, he
is professionally interested in
disaster risk management and
natural disaster impact prevention
through spatial planning.

Volkmar Pamer was educated as an
architect at the Vienna University of
Technology. Working for several
years as a freelance architect with a
focus on residential buildings, villas,
hotels, monument protection, industrial architecture and interior design.
Since 1994, he has been working for
the City of Vienna as an urban planner. Zoning plans for Vienna’s south,
co-ordinates the Liesing Mitte target
area in the south of Vienna, focusing
on smart city issues, which include
affordable housing, resource saving
enterprise areas and transformation
areas. He is the initiator of the In der
Wiesen (In the Meadow) urban farming and subsidized housing project, which is the largest of its kind
worldwide. Pamer is responsible for
project coordination and area management of the internationally appreciated urban renewal showcase Cable

and Wire Factory and is the co-author of two books on the same topic.
He is the founding member of the
IFHP (International Federation for
Housing and Planning) the working
party MILU (Multifunctional and Intensive Land Use), as well as a codeveloper of the Implementation Lab
workshop format and a facilitator in
about 40 Implementation Labs
across Europe and the U.S. He also
represents Vienna in the EU co-financed projects MILUnet and REDIS
(Restructuring Districts into Science
Quarters). Pamer is a co-author of
the book MILUNET – Principles, Practices, Projects, Policies and co-initiator of the urban partnership project
CUPA (Co-operative Urban Planning
Approaches) with activities in Poland,
Slovakia, Serbia and the Ukraine. He
is a member of the international expert pool of the Netherlands based in
the International Intervision Institute
and holds lectures all over Europe,
the USA, China, Syria and Japan.

Petra Schaner
Born: 1985 | Nationality: Austrian
After graduating from communication and media studies, Petra
Schaner studied urban planning at
the Vienna University of Technology.
While working in the mobility department of the Austrian Institute of
Technology, she was doing research
on smart cities and sustainable
urban technologies in the context of
mobility and spatial planning. Other
projects have provided her with
experience in the use of e-mobility
in city logistics and on awarenessraising programmes in the field of
mobility. Her main professional
interests lie in the field of low
emission mobility, e-participation,
and the implementation of new
technologies within urban structures.
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